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Fans of James Burke's TV series Connections know that Burke loves to find odd
and intriguing associations between scientific facts, philosophical ideas, and
historical incidents,spinning them together into an interesting thread ofthought
that weaves through the warp and woofofsubject and time. It is a method I often
use on a much more modest scale in this space when I talk about the features in
the current issue. Life is full of concealed conjunctions and serendipitous
synchronicities, and it is fun and occasionally revelatory to discover underlying
themes that link seemingly unrelated elements. This time, instead of doing that
with our features, I'd like to tell you about a minor series of connections I
discovered this summer.
I have an interest in the history ofHouston's East End. My neighborhood,Park
Place, is located next to Old Harrisburg,the first town in these parts and a place
where William Marsh Rice had numerous business dealings. Park Place was its
own town,too, at the beginning of the 20th century, and that heritage remains
strong in its residents. In my private life, I edit the community newsletter, and in
it, I occasionally run articles on Park Place history. A couple of months ago, I
received a query from a man who lives in a nearby neighborhood. This man grew
up in Park Place in the 1940s and 1950s,and he wanted to know ifI knew other
people who might be able to furnish him with historical information on the area.
That's how I was introduced to Gary Canion. At our first meeting, I learned
that our mutual interest in East End history was not our only connection. The
other was Rice—Gary graduated from the university in 1959. And Gary has
another connection to Rice, one that is somewhat more obscure but certainly
interesting, at least to a Rice history buff.
Just a few years after Houston'sfounding and about the same time that William
Marsh Rice set up shop in the new city, there also arrived here a Saxon named
Hans Beckendorrff. Unlike many ofhis fellow German immigrants who came to
Texas to make a new life, Beckendorrff did not travel on to the edge of the Hill
Country and beyond before settling. Instead, he acquired a section of land just
south of the new city of Houston, and there he began a dairy farm. During the
ensuing years, he changed his name to John Beckendorffand attempted to make
his dairy farm prosper, but the location, a swampy prairie, proved unsuitable for
such an enterprise. Finally, he sold the property and moved to Brookshire, where
the land was more satisfactory. There, his son, John Beckendorff Jr., married
Laura Campbell, who was the sister of Gary Canion's great-great-grandfather.
As you probably have guessed, the swampy prairie that John Beckendorff
owned just south of Houston is now part of the property occupied by the Rice
University campus.
I suppose I shouldn't be surprised to find such connections. Rice has been a
major component of Houston's economic, technological, and cultural progress
for nearly a century,and its founder's influence goes back 80 years longer, nearly
to Houston's own founding. While I'm not sure what James Burke would make
of my little series ofconnections,it did provide me with an entertaining example
ofhow divergent avenues ofHouston's past and present often seem to converge
at Rice.
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PROMOTING THE HUMANITIES

MORE MOB

In the mostrecentissue ofSallyport
[Spring'02],the question is raised
whether or not the MOB had intended to perform the infamous
skit in College Station.It is undeniably true. In the fall of 1972, we
had practiced that skit with the
intention of traveling to College
Station to perform. However, we
had recently gone through a miserable experience in Dallas,playing in
the rain at the Cotton Bowl for the
Rice—SMU game. We didn't wish
to repeat that experience so quickly,
so when the weather forecasts suggested bad rain storms in College
Station for the game, the trip was
called off.
As a sidebar, if memory serves
properly, Rice beat A&M both in
the fall of'72 and '73, both games
which we were expected to lose.
Obviously, performing the skit in
question in College Station in the
middle of an upset could have lead
to some very interesting outcomes,
most ofwhich would not have been
pleasant to us MOB members. I,
for one, am glad we didn't make
that trip so that we might live another day. Instead, I met my wifeto-be in the MOB in fall 1975 and
married her in 1978. Today we live
in Houston with three growing
sons.
TERRY CILISKE 976

HOUSTON, TEXAS
As a member of the MOB from
1972 through 1974,1 can substan-

tiate Mr. Leinfelder's assertion that
the MOB had originally intended
to perform the controversial Aggie
Show the prior year at College Station. At the time, it was viewed as
being like any other ofour shows—
gently poking fun at either ourselves or other Southwest Conference schools.In fact,the week before
the A&M debacle, we performed a
similar type show in Austin poking
fun at the Longhorns, and we received a standing ovation from the
home crowd. I have always maintained that what pushed the Aggies
over the edge that day was the fact
that we won the football game as
well. They took our show too seriously and were appalled that our
football team actually beat them.
None ofour shows were performed
with the intention ofprovoking our
opponents. Our goal was to provide
entertaining humor;therefore,I disagree with Mr. Sherry's comment
that "we were that stupid." The
brouhaha that resulted from the
Aggie show did not phase us in the
least. The following week, under
the wonderful witty guidance ofthe
late Bert Roth,we were"The Blandest Band in the Land," running
from one circle formation to the
next so as not to offend anyone. I
loved being in the MOB, and it
provided a much-needed escape
from the challenging workload at
Rice.
VICKI COLTHURST KOPP-GILLETTE '74

HOUSTON, TEXAS

While Rice has a deservedly impressive
reputation and startlingly continuous momentum in the sciences, I've always lamented the assumption that this is Rice's
single highest strength. As a writer and
former English major who went on to
Ph.D.-dom for a while, I feel that my
humanities education at Rice was second
to none.I see this bias toward the sciences
limiting Rice's growth into a university on
par, at least in public consciousness, with
its more vaunted competitors in the liberal
arts arena,who ironically probably are less
deserving ofthe mantle.Why,I alwaysfind
myselfasking,is Rice so shy about shamelessly admitting and evangelizing its
achievements in the liberal arts? I suspect
this perceived public relations disparity
comesin large partfrom the need to justify
continued funding dollars from the government and other institutions that aren't
interested in bringing in another literary
figure or expanding the creative writing
program.
When will Rice realize that it is superior
to its second-rate competitors in the top
tier ofelite liberal arts universities? After all,
in the long run,the value and world opinion of a university lies as much—if not
more—in its contribution to the general
realm ofthe liberal arts as to the sciences.
(And in the interest offull disclosure,I am
currently the CEO of a technology company,andIdon't begrudge myfastEthernet
connection and H.323 communications
protocols.)
In fact, my tongue-in-cheek shrillness
here clearly betrays a suppressed desire for
the collective "revenge ofthe Academs"—
while the divide between SEs and Academs
bothered me much more while I was at
Rice than after I grew up,it obviously still
rankles a bit. Ofcourse, I'm being a little
silly here,I admit,but having been around
the Ivy Leagues and aforementioned elite
liberal arts colleges as a former professor
and current social butterfly, I feel it's time
Rice makes a stand and openly strives to
become as well known to the public at
large for a humanities program that is the
equal of its science and engineering divisions.
IAN DAVIDSON 135
PRESIDENT,
EQUINOX TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, INC.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
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RICE REMAINS TOPS
FOR HISPANICS
CALIFORNIA RANGES MAY BE
MILLIONS OF YEARS OLDER THAN ONCE THOUGHT

A new analysis of the topography of
California indicates that the coastal
ranges might be three million years or
more older than previously estimated.
And the good news is that one aspect of
the plate movement that could cause
earthquakes there is occurring more
slowly, potentially resulting in fewer or
less severe disturbances.
Until recently,the movement ofcontinental plates has been measured within
deforming zones—the areas where
plates or segments ofthe Earth's crust
and mantle slide past one another while
also pushing together or pulling apart.
Now, using several years of data from
satellites, lasers, and radio telescopes, a
research team from Rice University and
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL)in Pasadena,California,has studied changes outside California's deforming zone.
"We used more accurate data than
obtained within the deforming zone
itself," says Richard Gordon,the W.M.
Keck Professor ofEarth Science at Rice,
who collaborated with Donald Argus at
JPL. "The measurements within the
deforming zone don't capture all the
motion of the plates, some of which
occurs offshore and underwater."
The researchers specifically looked at
changes where the Pacific plate and the
adjacent Sierran plate meet. Much of
the California coast rests on the Pacific
plate, most of the continental United
States rides on the North American
plate,and the smaller Sierran plate serves
as a buffer between the two.
Gordon and Argus estimate that
along the San Andreas fault system,the
Pacific plate slides horizontally past the
Sierran plate at about 39 millimeters
(1.5 inches) per year, which is significantly more than previous estimates of
34 millimeters(1.3 inches). But in ad-
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dition to sliding horizontally along
a fault,plates also push against each
other in an action called convergence, which,in California, results
in the region's coastal ranges. The
researchers found that the convergence there is about 3.3 millimeters
(.13 inch) per year, a far lower rate
than the previous estimates of 15
millimeters a year(.6 inch). They
also discovered that north of San
Francisco, the Pacific and Sierran
plates are slowly pulling apart at a
rate of2.6 millimeters(.1 inch)per
year.
"People have assumed that the
convergence rate was much higher
than what we found," says Gordon,
who used to hike in the foothills of
these coastal ranges as a child in San
Jose. "If the rate is lower, it takes
more time to build the mountains
to their present size." Gordon estimates California's coastal mountains to be three million to six million years old—quite a leap from
the previous estimates of one million to three million years.
The researchers also studied the
relationship between the degree of
convergence and the degree ofstable
sliding along the San Andreas fault
and nearby fault lines. Low convergence rates are associated with stable
sliding and result in fewer earthquakes that tend to be of lesser
magnitude,while high convergence
rates have the opposite effect.
The research was funded as part
of NASA's Earth Science Enterprise, a long-term research effort
focusing on the effects of humaninduced and natural changes on the
global environment.
-B. 4.1. ALINOND

For the fourth year in a row,
Hispanic magazine has ranked
Rice University among the top
schools in the nation that are
succeeding in recruiting and retaining Hispanic students.
Rice ranked second, behind
Stanford and ahead of the University of California at Berkeley.
The University of Texas at Austin placed fourth and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
placed fifth. Rice came in third
last year, second in 2000, and
fourth in 1999 (the first year of
the rankings). The rankings,
which appeared in the March
issue, consider the number of
Hispanic students, Hispanics'
graduation rates, Hispanic-related degree programs,Hispanic
student organizations,recruiting
and minority support programs,
and Hispanic faculty. Academic
excellence also is considered.
The complete rankings can be
found at http://www.hispanic
online.com/edu&/top25/top1.html.
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Catching the 'Atom Wave'
Rice University physicists have shown for the first time
that ultracold atoms can form bright "solitons," localized bundles ofwaves that maintain a constant shape as
they propagate. Solitons oflight are used in ultrahighspeed optical communication networks because they
can carry data over great distances without the use of
signal boosters. At the atomic level, solitons could
further the development ofnew forms ofatom lasers.
The experiments involve a Bose—Einstein condensate(BEG),a collection ofatoms that is
cooled to the point where the mysterious
and counterintuitive forces ofquantum
mechanics take over, causing the atoms to lose their individual identities and behave as a single collective wave. To create a BEG,
physicists tightly confine atoms in a magnetic field and
cool them using lasers and
evaporation until they reach
a temperature that is about
one billion times colder than
room temperature.
In 1995,a research group
led by Randall Hulet, the
Fayez Sarofim Professor of
Physics and Astronomy,created the first BEG from
lithium atoms, something
some theorists had predicted
could not be done because of
the attractive nature of the atoms. Further study of this novel
BEC system led to direct observations of the growth and collapse of the condensate. This provided new insights into weakly
interacting Bose gases and laid the groundwork for the
soliton experiments just completed. The new research is
described in the May 9 issue of Nature.
Like any confined wave,BECs are fragile and tend to
disperse quickly when released from confinement. In
the latest experiments, Rice scientists trapped atoms

from a BEG in a narrow beam oflight that only allowed
the atoms to move in a single-file line. By causing the
atoms to attract each other, the physicists were able to
create atomic solitons, atom waves whose self-attraction
balances perfectly with their tendency to disperse.
In the world of optics, solitons of light have been
created by sending light pulses down specially designed optical fibers. Unlike typical
data in telecommunications
networks, which must be
reinforced with "repeaters" that boost the signal at regular intervals,
soliton signals don't
disperse and become
weaker as they travel
down the fiber.
In the latest experiments, Rice's BEG researchers
observed atomic "soliton
trains," which are groups of as
many as 15 solitons lined up
end-to-end.These solitons were
observed to propagate for several seconds—an eternity for a localized wave bundle—without
spreading.
The techniques that are being developed to
control matter in BEG experiments could eventually be used to perform extremely precise
measurements. For example,the same principle
that makes lasers useful in interferometric fiberoptic gyroscopes could be applied with atom
lasers to form instruments that are millions or
perhaps billions of times more sensitive.
"Forty years ago,no one imagined that lasers would be
used to play music in our cars or scan our food at the
grocery store checkout," Hulet says. "BEG researchers
are in a similar situation. We're getting our first glimpse
of a wondrous and sometimes surprising set of dynamic
quantum phenomena,and there's no way to know exactly
what may come of it."
-JADE BOYD

A World of Images
FOR A COLORFUL LOOK AT THE WORLD THROUGH THE LENS OF TALENTED STUDENTS WHO
SPENT TIME ABROAD LAST YEAR, VISIT THE WEBSITE FOR THE THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS PHOTO CONTEST AT HTTP://WWW.RUF.RICE.EDU/-ABROAD/PHOT0S2002/.
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Your Will Won't Work Well When...
It Is Out of Date.
How old is your will? Have you reviewed it in the last three
years? If not, chances are it could use some attention. A
number of personal factors can affect your will, such as
changes in income,employment,family size, or marital status.
External factors, such as last year's federal tax act or state
laws, can also require the revision of your will. Have any of the
following events occurred in the last few years?

It Conflicts with Other Plans.
Your will should be coordinated with your other estate transfer
documents. For example, insurance proceeds and brokerage
accounts pass outside the will to the named beneficiaries. Pension funds are also distributed outside the will. A will that truly
works well takes all of these other assets into consideration. Wills
of spouses should be coordinated.

Move to another state
Death in family
Serious illness in family
Marriage or divorce
Executor or trustee unable to serve
More grandchildren
Change in giving interests
New out-of-state property
Purchase of home

It Fails to Fulfill Your Desires.
Your will should accomplish exactly what you want. Who do you
want to oversee the probating of your estate (your personal
representative)? Who do you want to serve as the trustee of any
trusts created by your will? Do you want your children or grandchildren to receive their inheritance all at once or at various intervals?
Do you want your charitable gifts to be used for unrestricted
purposes, or do you want to earmark the funds to meet specific
needs?

It Is Legally Invalid.
Your will can contain all the information you think you want and
not be worth the paper it is written on. This is more likely to be
true if your will is old or if you used generic forms from a
stationery store. A will can be invalid if it is unsigned or
witnessed improperly.
There is just no substitute for having a competent attorney
involved. In the short run, it may cost you a bit more, but it will
rtainly provide greater peace of mind and possibly deliver
your survivors from a potential nightmare.

Perhaps you didn't know all the options when you signed your will.
Later, you discovered other ways to make your bequests. You
may feel dissatisfied with your will. It may work as a legal
document but fail to work well as the expression of your true
desires.
Is it time to redo your will? If so, we urge you to make an
appointment with your attorney as soon as possible. You should
be satisfied and confident about your estate plan.

Don Fizer of Fizer,Beck,Webster,Bentley & Scroggins,PC in Houston states that he is encouraging clients to review
not only their wills but other legal documents affecting their personal decisions. For example, powers of attorney
executed before 1995 and directives to physicians executed before 1999 do not reflect changes brought about by last
year's federal tax act and amendments in recent years to statutes by the Texas Legislature. For those who have not
reviewed their wills and other legal documents since 1995, Fizer recommends they visit their legal advisers.

In Conclusion
William Marsh Rice expressed his gratitude to the city that he loved by establishing Rice University through
a generous gift from his estate Many alumni and friends of the university have followed in Rice's footsteps.
In fact, the Captain James Addison Baker Society has been created to recognize the generosity of those who
have named Rice University as a beneficiary of a will, trust, retirement plan, or other deferred gift
arrangement
The Office of Planned Giving is honored to be of service, and we hope that you will call on us whenever we
might be a confidential resource to you and your professional advisers in your philanthropic and estate
planning.
www.rufaice.edui—giving/
Rice University • The Office of Planned Giving-MS 81• P.O. Box 1892 • Houston, Texas 77251.1892 • 713.348.4610 or jfaulkne0 rice.edu
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Giving Fondren the Eyes
During its 30-year run, the television series The
EyesofTexaswas a staple dietfor viewers hungry for
information about the Lone Star State. The show
went off the air in 1999, but Fondren Library is
ready to serve up another Texas-sized helping.
The half-hour program aboutthe state,
its people,and its history began airing
on KPRC-TV/Channel 2 in 1969,
becoming the longest-running regularly scheduled television program in
Houston history. In later years,it was
syndicated statewide and was required
viewing for many Texas history classes.
Today more than 500 episodes of the
show are preserved in the archives of
KPRC, which retains the copyright.
This spring, KPRC provided Fondren with nearly 50theme shows made
by incorporating materialfrom the old
videotapes. The theme shows will be
archived in the Woodson Research
Center, which houses special collections at Fondren Library. By the
university's charter, Fondren is open
to the public,and the library will make
copies of the tapes available at the
reserve desk.
The idea ofpackaging the tapes into
new shows and archiving them was
initiated by nationally syndicated columnist, Fox News commentator, and
KPRC alumnus Cal Thomas,who contacted Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison

and asked for her help.
Hutchison, herself a former KPRC
reporter, contacted Don Graham,
president ofthe Washington Postholding company,which owns the station,
to ask ifthey would turn the tapes over
to Rice as a repository. "The Eyes of
Texas—better than any documentary
that I've ever seen—really depicts what
makes Texas special," said Hutchison
at the dedication. "It was just a wonderful series."
"Rice is pleased to be the curator for
the new compilations of The Eyes of
Texas," said Rice president Malcolm
Gillis. "These programs will provide a
rich source ofTexas culture—some of
which is slipping away from us—for
libraries and schools across the state."
Also on hand were former KPRC
news director and series creator Ray
Miller, series producer Gary James,
and current KPRC vice president and
general manager Steve Wasserman.
Miller noted that The Eyes ofTexaswas
the first television program "to be
devoted entirely to Texana" and said
that when it waslaunched,he wouldn't

RAY MILLER DISCUSSES THE LONG"RUNNING
SERIES HE CREATED, THE EYES OF TEXAS.
RICE HAS BECOME THE CURATOR OF A GROUP OF
THEME SHOWS EDITED FROM THE SERIES.

have predicted its enduring appeal.
"It's been my observation in my long
career of observing that most people
fail to realize when they are doing
something that might be significant,"
he said."So I did not give any thought
at all at the beginning of this series
beyond just putting it on the air. But
after it had been on the air for a few
years,I did begin to think that it ought
to be saved."
Miller said it was his dream to have
the series archived at Rice. "It was my
first and only choice."
-MARGOT DIMOND

up

Two Paws
Rice University is used to ranking highly in just about every aspect, from academics to
the college system to the beauty of its campus, so why not for squirrels?
That's right—Campus Squirrel Listings actually ranks universities and colleges by the
size, health, and behavior of their squirrels. Rice, with its lively population of the
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, is one of only eight institutions to receive the coveted
five-star, er, five-squirrel, ranking.
You can find Campus Squirrel Listings at http://www.gottshall.com/squirrels/
campsq.htm.
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A LIBERAL EDUCATION
by `Doc' Blakely
A dirt-poor sharecropper from West
Texas was determined that his children
would not suffer from a lack of education as he had been forced to endure.
He sent his daughter to Rice University. During her senior year, oil was
struck on his land, making him an instant multimillionaire. He decided to
send a million to Rice as a Christmas gift
for educating his daughter.
Alumni of another university heard
about it and tried to persuade him to
give the money to another school."At
Rice, they have lost all control over

THE
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supervision ofimmorality. Rumor has it
that boys and girls matriculate together,"
he was told.
"That's a dirty lie," he replied.
"Not only that, but anyone who wants
to can look at anybody's thesis."
"Shut your mouth. There's women
and children around here."
"That's not all. I know for a fact that
both sexes use the same curriculum."
"Well, we'll just see about this! I'll
write 'em a letter and get some answers
before I play Santa Claus for those folks."
The letter was sent, and Rice flew a
high official down to calm his fears.
Afterwards, the competing university
spokesman approached the prospective
benefactor again.
"Whatabouteverybody usingthesame
curriculum?"

"It don't make no difference. It's all
done by machines."
"Whataboutlooking at each other's
thesis?"
"Done by doctors; it's just written
down and put in the library."
"Well, didn't I tell you about matriculating together?"
"Yep, he said that part was true."
"Well,then,surely you're not going
to give them the money?"
"Yep,I sure am.Shoot,I was young
once myself"
Reprinted with thanksfrom 'Doc'Blakely's
Pokin' Fun column, which appears regularly in the Wharton, Texas,Journal—Spectator. This piece ran in the December 12,
2001, issue.

Rice Group to Look at IT at Universities
A new group at Rice hopes to establish a baseline for how
information technology is being used at universities throughout the United States.
Known as ETRAC (Educational Technology Research
and Assessment Cooperative), the group received a $30,000 grantfrom Microsoft Corporation for a study that will concentrate
initially on educational technology
projects under development at 50
leading universities.
Working in collaboration with
Microsoft,the Learning Federation,
and the Federation ofAmerican Scientists,ETRAC will develop a Webaccessible database that has an inventory ofleading educational technology
projects,researchers,and organizations.
It also will report on emerging trends in
educational technology, provide a valid
baseline for research, and make recommendations for future research-and-development efforts.
"Before looking intently at information technology at
Rice,we'd like to get a'big picture'view ofwhat's going on
at other universities to identify trends and problems," says
ETRAC director Lisa Spiro, who is also director of the
Electronic Text Center at Fondren Library."The ultimate
goal is to develop a comprehensive understanding of the
impact that information technology can have on a university. We can use that knowledge to guide the evolution of

educational technology's role in the university, to assist in
the planning process, and to help teachers, researchers,and
students use technology more effectively in their work and
studies."
For example, ETRAC hopes to consider the roles that
technology plays in student life, evaluating students' computer skills and comparing computer usage at residential
colleges or dorms that have wireless access with those that
don't. ETRAC also will analyze the hardware,software,and
information sources used by faculty in their research and
how they disseminate their findings and use the library and
information technology resources.
Eventually ETRAC will focus on applying its findings to
the Rice campus. Faculty, researchers, and students will be
surveyed to determine how they are using information
technology, how they would like to use it, and what
problems they have encountered here."We propose making
Rice University a laboratory for studying—and shaping—
the information revolution in higher education,"Spiro says,
adding that Rice's small size,diversity,tradition ofacademic
excellence, and commitment to exploring innovative applications ofinformation technology lend themselves perfectly
to such a study.
Ultimately, ETRAC will benefit educational institutions
across the nation by providing a central point of access to
research and tools that can be applied in evaluating and
enhancing the academic uses of information technology.
For more information about the project, see http://
antioch.rice.edu/etrac/index.html.
-B. J. ALMOND
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New Parking System Coming to a
Rice Lot Near You
Under severe pressures created by long being an attractive island of virtually free parking—free, that is, for
everyone except its own faculty, staff, and students—in
a sea of high-priced parking facilities, Rice University
will introduce a new parking system in fall 2002.
Some final details are still in flux, but a key point is
that visitor parking is made less confusing by consolidating it into six more-easily found locations: more than
1,800 free spaces in two lots near Rice Stadium served
by frequent shuttle buses and four paid lots near major
visitor destinations. The paid visitor lots will be relatively inexpensive-75 cents to $1.50 per hour—and
many colleges and university offices will be able to
validate parking for invited guests. The changes also will
allow better allocation of space to faculty, staff, and
students. Student, faculty, and staff lots will be gated
and accessed with the use of a card. For athletic and
university-wide events such as commencement and
homecoming,free parking still will be provided.
The new parking system is the result of a thorough
internal parking study supplemented by the work of
outside parking consultants Kimley-Horn, university

professional staff, and the university standing committee on parking in consultation with various groups
representing faculty, staff, students, and alumni. The
recommendations were driven by several factors. One
was a need to make parking self-supporting rather than
relying on educational funds. Currently, more than
$800,000 a year in educational funds subsidizes parking. Under the new plan,drivers,over a period ofyears,
will assume the true cost ofparking. A second factor is
equity—while Rice faculty, staff, and students pay to
park, nearly a million visitors each year do not. Also,
many individuals whose destination is either the Texas
Medical Center or Rice Village are now using Rice lots
as a free-parking zone. And finally, parking demand on
campus has outstripped supply. Not only does Rice
continually welcome large numbers of people to campus, but to meet alumni, student, and faculty interest
in preserving precious green space, new buildings
intentionally have been built on surface parking lots,
reducing the total number of available spaces.
More information on the new parking plan can be
found at http://www.parking.rice.edu/.

SEND THEM OFF LAUGHING
Before delivering this year's commencement address,actor,
author, and entertainer Bill Cosby donned a Rice baseball
cap and immediately shed his academic regalia, exposing a
Rice T-shirt—a gesture that garnered appreciative applause
on the humid,90-degree morning.
His address, peppered with entertaining anecdotes and
advice,cautioned Rice's Class of2002 not to underestimate
their elders and reminded them of their power to change
themselves,ifnot the world."You don't need to change the
world, but you do need to look carefully and study it,
because you are a part ofit. And you can change yourself."
Cosby also was presented with the first Rice University
Award for Distinguished Service to Education. The award
was created in his honor to recognize his commitment to
education and,in years to come,will be presented to others
who have made similar contributions.
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Dollars for Scholars: RICE-TMS Scholarships
Boost Merit Minority Students' Interest in Rice

Last year, on the very day she sat down to decide which
university to attend—among them Rice, Amherst, Williams, and Washington University in St. Louis—Christel
Miller received notice that she had won a minority scholarship to attend Rice University.
"That was the last straw. I was headed for Rice," says the
Brown College student.
Like Miller, 11 other students were swayed to enroll at
Rice after being awarded $10,000 scholarships from the
Recruitment Into Collegiate Education Through Minority
Scholarships fund(RICE-TMS)."The best evidence ofthe
success of the program can be found in the 12 scholars
funded by RICE-TMS," says Carl MacDowell,president of
the organization. "All ofthem had a successful start, made
their grade-point average last fall[a 2.8 minimum,which is
necessary to maintain eligibility for the scholarship],and are
continuing their studies this year."
The purpose ofRICE-TMS is to recruit the best minority
students to Rice by offering them merit scholarships. The
group, composed ofsix Rice alumni,is a nonprofit organization that is not associated with Rice University. Started
about two years ago, the organization has been very
successful in raising funds, collecting $550,000 to date,
$95,000 ofthat from the Rice community."Rice faculty
and staff have been major players in getting this effort
launched through their generous donations,"
MacDowell says.
Jaime Rios, a student from Sid Richardson College, says that receiving the scholarship was a
determining factor in choosing which university to
attend. "It made Rice more attractive, and it
showed me that the university really cares about
minority students," Rios explains. "I believe that
it is important to have diversity at Rice and be
competitive in this regard with other universities."
In addition to receiving the scholarship, each
of the winners was assigned a volunteer faculty
mentorfor the entire four years at Rice. Deborah
Nelson-Campbell, professor of French studies,
is Rios's mentor, and they meet once a month.

"It's like meeting a friend for lunch," explains Nelson."We
talk about what he is doing and problems he might have."
Nelson recently wrote a letter ofrecommendation for Rios
to a minority medical education program.
Last spring,RICE-TMS offered approximately 50 scholarships with the goal that 25 recipients would accept the
award and attend Rice this fall. Thus far, 15,000 applications have been distributed, and 420 applications went
under review. The scholarships are awarded regardless of
financial need and do not replace any financial aid that a
recipient receives from Rice or other sources.They are given
to students who have been accepted to Rice and have
demonstrated leadership potential.The stipends are awarded
over a four-year period in annual $2,500 installments.
For more information about the RICETMS program, check out http://
www.ricetms.org/.
DAVID D. MEDINA

CHRISTEL MILLER AND JAIME RIOS ARE TWO OF THE STUDENTS
WHO RECEIVED SCI-ICLARSHIPS FROM RECRUITMENT INTO
COLLEGIATE EDUCATION THROUGH MINORITY SCHOLARSHIPS
(RICE-TMS) LAST YEAR. THE SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AWARDED TO
STUDENTS WHO HAVE DEMONSTRATED LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL.
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Tectonic Mystery Solved
Geologists at Rice University have located the oceanic portion of a
boundary between two immense continental plates, solving a mystery
that has plagued tectonic researchers for more than 35 years.
The northern boundary between the west African (Nubian) plate and
the east African (Somalian) plate has long been identified as the East
African Rift Valley. From the time plate tectonics was proposed in the
mid-1960s, geologists have speculated about whether, and in what
direction,the boundary continues from the south end ofthe Rift Valley,
beyond which seismic and volcanic activity disappear.
Rice geologists Richard Gordon and James Lemaux II, along with
geologist Jean-Yves Royer of the Institut Universitaire Europeen de la
Mer, report their findings in the April issue of the journal Geology.
Comparing records ofmagnetic variations in the seafloor ofthe southern
Indian Ocean,they located the intersection ofthe Nubian,Somalian,and
Antarctic plates within a 100-kilometer-wide region known as the
Andrew Bain Fracture Zone Complex. The submarine complex,located
south of Africa, is more than 1,000 miles long and, at its southern end,
intersects the northern boundary ofthe Antarctic plate.
"This boundary has been elusive because there is very slow movement
between the Somalian and Nubian plates," said Gordon,the W.M.Keck
Professor of Earth Science. "Both plates are moving away from Antarctica, but the Somalian plate is moving slightly slower, so the relative
movement between the African plates is only about two millimeters per
year."
Gordon,Royer,and Lemaux,now with BP Exploration (Alaska)Inc.,
determined movement rates for the African plates by studying the
magnetic profile ofthe seafloor on both sides ofthe slowly slipping fault
zone. New seafloor is continuously created as the African plates pull away
from Antarctica. Because Earth's magnetic field changes polarity about
every 500,000 years, the seafloor appears as a series of bands, each with
polarity reversed from the next. Like rings of a tree, these bands can be
used to date the creation ofseafloor, and they can be matched up from
opposite sides of the fault zone to gauge how far plates have moved
relative to one another.
The Rice researchers compared the magnetic signature ofa single band
in 237 locations—six times as many as in prior studies ofthe region—to
determine the relative movement of the plates and to pinpoint the
location of the boundary zone between the two African plates.
The research, funded by the National Science Foundation and the
French National Scientific Research Center, allows geologists to better
understand the relationship between the African plates, including the
tectonic processes that created the East African Rift. The findings should
also allow geologists to improve software models that predict tectonic
motion,giving a clearer picture ofwhat's likely to happen not only in the
Rift Valley but also in other areas such as the Himalayas and Tibetan
Plateau, where the Indian and Eurasian plates collide.
--JADE BOYD

Double Your
Dollars to the Rice
University Annual
Gifts Campaign,
and Your Support
for Students Goes
Twice as Far!
JUST FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE STEPS:
• Make a gift to the Annual Gifts Campaign.
• Find out if your employer(or your spouse's
employer) matches gifts to universities. If
you are retired, check to see if your previous employer will match your gifts to universities.
• Get a corporate matching-gift form from
your human resources office and send it to
the Rice University Annual Gifts Campaign.Some companies require just a phone
call. Yours may be one; check with your
human resources office.

You've just doubled your dollars to
the Rice University Annual Gifts
Campaign.

Supporting your favorite
institution of higher education
is that easy!
Questions?
Call 713-348-4991 to obtain more information about doubling your dollars to the Rice
University Annual Gifts Campaign through
the corporate matching-gifts program.

www.ruf.rice.edu/-giving/
Rice University
Annual Gifts Office—MS 81
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251-1892
713-348-4991
kfoyle@rice.edu
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Troublesome
Tallow
Known for its heart-shaped leaves
and white fruit, the Chinese tallow
tree originated in Asia. The United
States government introduced it to
the GulfCoast area around 1900 in
hope ofusing the wax-covered seeds
as an agricultural crop. The project
was unsuccessful, and the trees escaped from cultivation and began
proliferating, turning Gulf Coast
grasslands into single-species forests. Now, Rice University ecologist Evan Siemann hopes to find out
how this species has been able to
"break all the rules."
Siemann,an assistant professor of
ecology and evolutionary biology,
is concerned about the spread of
Chinese tallow trees, because once
they replace bluestem grasses, sunflowers, blazing stars, and other
plants found in the prairies, those
species and their associated fauna
will not come back."The incredible
diversity of native plants in the
coastal prairies is gone within 30
years after the Chinese tallow tree
invades the area," he says."By studying how this tree has been able to
thrive, we should be able to learn
more about the rules that govern a
biological community and the interactions among species within that
community."
One of the reasons this tree has
been able to grow so well is that
insects have left it alone to munch
on other foliage. Siemann says this
is especially peculiar because the
slow-growing tallow tree found in
China has chemicals in its leaves
that make them hard to digest. The
American variety,on the other hand,
does not produce this substance;
instead,it appears to use the energy
it saves to grow quickly, which promotes the development of forests.
Siemann is testing various methods ofcontrolling tallow trees using
land in Galveston County owned by

We usually think
of pests in terms
of insects or
rodents, but the
Chinese tallow
tree proves that
pests don't have
to have legs to be
a problem.

the University ofHouston Coastal
Center. "If you knock down the
tallow trees," he says, "they just
sprout from roots like crazy." But
fire can kill small tallow trees when
they're vulnerable. During a sixyear experiment,Siemann is studying how frequently a prairie needs
to be burned to keep out the tallow
trees.
He is also flooding sections of
prairies and pumping water out of
others to determine whether wet or
dry conditions can make the prairies more vulnerable to invasion.
Another study involves examining
the effect that fertilizing with nitrogen has on the trees'growth."Prairie grass is very efficient at using
nitrogen," Siemann says,"but the
tallow tree uses nitrogen very inefficiently."
Siemann believes the lessons
learned from his research will be
applicable to many areas. Chinese
tallow trees are starting to sprout,
for example, in the forests of East
Texas. "This tree is gobbling up
real estate everywhere," Siemann
says."Once the canopy trees come
down, they'll be replaced by Chinese tallow trees." Several experiments in the Big Thicket National
Preserve are investigating whether
the same factors are responsible for
the Chinese tallow tree's success in
the forests as in grasslands.
Siemann and William Rogers,the
Huxley Instructor in Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology at Rice, have
grantsfrom the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Park
Service, and the National Science
Foundation to study the biology
of Chinese tallow trees and methods of controlling it. Photos and
more information about Siemann's
work can be found at http://
www.ruirice.edu/—siemann.
-B. J. ALMOND
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JONES SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
RANKS AMONG TOP BUSINESS
SCHOOLS
The Economist magazine recently named the finance program at Rice's Jesse H.
Jones Graduate School of Management No. 1 in the United States, while the
Financial Timesnamed the Jones School the best business school in Texas and in
the region.
The Economist published the 13th edition of its guide to business schools
around the world, "Which MBA?," in January. Of the 116 business schools
included in the guide, the Economist reported that there are "no best schools as
such, but only business schools that are best for individuals." Although there is
no overall ranking, the Economist lists the top schools in various categories.
The rankings were based on surveys ofcurrent students and recent alumni. Not
all ofthe 116 business schools participated in the survey. In a 2001 Jones School
survey ofdeans ofaccredited business schools, 77.1 percent ofdeans considered
alumni satisfaction one of the five most important criteria when assessing the
quality ofbusiness schools. The other four were recruiter satisfaction,72 percent;
current student satisfaction, 50.8 percent; faculty research, 44.9 percent; and
value for money,41.5 percent.
The categories in which the Jones School was named among the top 10 in the
United States are:
• Finance: No. 1
• Marketing: No. 2
• Economics: tied for second
• Faculty quality: tied for third
• Program content: tied for fifth
• Interpersonal skills: tied for sixth
• Statistics (quantitative methods): No. 7
• E-business: tied for eighth
• Production/operations management: No. 8
• Human resources: tied for 10th
• Information technology: tied for 10th
The Financial Timesreleased its 2002 rankings ofthe world's 100 best business
schools January 21. The Jones School, the highest-ranked business school in
Texas and in the region,is climbing in the rankings. The school's overall ranking
is 24th out of56 schools in the United States, compared with a ranking of 35th
out of 51 U.S. schools in 2001. The Jones School's 2002 world ranking is 38,
compared with 55 last year.
The Financial Times uses 22 categories to determine the rankings. The rank of
a school is determined by its performance in three broad areas: the career
progression accrued from the M.B.A.—particularly its purchasing power in the
marketplace, 55 percent; diversity of experience, 20 percent; and the school's
research qualities, 25 percent.
Other Texas business schools and their overall rankings in the United States are
the University of Texas at Austin, 26; Southern Methodist University, 31; and
Texas A&M, 54. Regionally, other schools and their rankings are Washington
University in St. Louis, 27; Arizona State, 34; Tulane,40; Brigham Young,44;
and the University of Arizona, 48.
The Jones School's finance program was cited among the top 10 programs in
the world by Financial Timesfor the second year in a row. The school was ranked
fourth in the United States for women faculty and women students.
Tables showing all the categories and the U.S. schools can be found at http://
jonesgsm.rice.edu/jonesgsm/Rankings.asp.

Rice Welcomes
the Bull and
the Bear
The Jesse H. Jones Graduate
SchoolofManagementopened
the doors ofits new building at
the beginning ofthe fall semester. We'll bring you a closer
look at this magnificent new
facility in an upcoming issue,
but in the meantime,meet two
ofthe building's more durable
residents,the Bull and the Bear.
Symbolizing stock market activity that can be monitored
from the building's own trading room, these figures were
sculpted by Kent Bloomer of
New Haven,Connecticut,and
flank the main entrance,facing
Jamail Plaza and JamesA.BakerIII
Hall.

-DEBRA THOMAS
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Nanotechnology's

Weeds in
the Garden
Most gardeners despise the lowly weed
as a pest and eyesore. But one ofthose
weeds just might enable us to ,
better understand the growth of
plants that humans rely on for
4.
food and fiber.
.
Bonnie Bartel,assistant pro- "0
fessor ofbiochemistry and cell
biology,is trying to figure out
how levels ofthe hormone auxin
are regulated in the plant
Arabidopsis thaliana. Auxin
causes plants to bend toward
light and also promotes root
development.The latter function is what Bartel's research tie,.
group observes to
identify mutant
plants, which
tend to sproutirregular roots.
"We would
like to under2:
stand all the inputs and outputs of
the auxin poolin the =
plant and how the
plant regulates them,
because this hormone
controls the size ofcells,"
Bartel says. "Our approach is to look for mutant plants that are defective in various aspects ofthe
metabolism ofauxin. Those
mutants allow us to identify
defective genes,which in turn
helps us identify the enzyme
made by those genes that is
important for auxin metabolism."
Arabidopsisthaliana is ideal
for genetic research because it is
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closely related to other flowering
plants, making Bartel hopeful that
whatshe learns about hormone regu
lation will be useful to agriculture.
Also, the weed's generation time is
only six weeks, and all 25,000 genes
in its genome have been sequenced.
Even so, the research process is
time-consuming and tedious. To
isolate the mutants, researchers
grow tens ofthousands of seeds
in a solution that contains
either auxin or an
auxin precursor, a
chemical that the
plant normally converts to auxin. It takes
eight days for the plants
to grow enough for their
roots to be inspected.Then
researchers have to eye each
of the plants in search of
mutants that reveal a dea.' I
fect in the gene that con
verts the precursor to the
hormone.Seedsfrom
the mutants can be
•
used to grow plants
for further study. "It
G. can take several years
to identify the gene
that is defective,"
Bartel says. Bartel's
work is supported by
the National Institutes
ofHealth,the National
Science Foundation,
the U.S. Department
ofAgriculture,and the
Robert A. Welch
Foundation.
-B. J. ALMOND

Rice University became a major player
in nanotechnology when buckminsterfullerene was discovered here
in 1985. In 1993, Rice was the first
university anywhere to mount a broad,
cohesive program in nanoscale science
and technology, leading to the establishment of the Center for Nanoscale
Science and Technology. Now Rice
has teamed with three other Texas
universities to help position the state
as a center for education,research,and
development in this cutting-edge science.
THE STRATESIC PARTNERSHIP FOR
RESEARCH IN NANOTECHNOLOGY

(SPRING)—involving the University
of Texas at Austin, the University of
Texas at Dallas, and the University of
Texas at Arlington as well as Rice—
will ensure that Texas remains a major
player in this promising new field with
objectives that span research, education, and technology transfer among
member institutions and other universities and businesses throughout Texas.
Leaders of the initiative say they intend to seek federal and state funding
for the effort, which is expected to
encompass research projects, programs,and conferences and the development of joint facilities and infrastructure.
SPRING plans to hold an initial
nanotechnology workshop, probably
at Rice, next fall. It also will coordinate visits with representatives of all
three U.S. military services, the National Science Foundation, the U.S.
Department of Energy, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration—the major U.S.funding organizations for nanotechnology
research.
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Feathers in Their Caps
It's been another banner yearfor student scholarships. Infact, in the past 10 years, Rice
students have won 52 Fulbrights, 17 Watsons, 12 Goldwaters, 11 Mellons,four Marshalls,
three Rhodes, three Trumans, two Churchills, and two ofthe very rare Luce scholarships.

Why do Rice students excel at racking
up annual scholarship awards? The
obvious answer,ofcourse,is the quality ofthe Rice student body. "It's not
surprising to have so many scholarships year after year because of the
amazing variety ofareas in which Rice
students excel," said Mark Scheid, assistant to the president, who oversees
Rice's scholarship programs.
But there is more to getting scholarships than academic excellence. Another part ofthe answer is preparation.
Rice begins building interest in academic success and scholarship opportunities early in the student's academic
career. Another reason is that the small

KRISTIN KRUKENBERG

size of the student body at Rice and
the student—faculty ratio mean that
professors know the students and will
recommend them for scholarships,
Scheid said.
This is the first year that a Rice
student has received a Gates Cambridge Scholarship,which was created
in 2001 and funded in part by the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation. The
Gates Scholarship is for students of
outstanding academic merit and leadership potential from every country of
the world other than the United Kingdom who are committed to serving
their communities and who have obtained admission to the University of

ALLISON DENNIS

Cambridge."It's designed to rival the
Rhodes," said Scheid. This year's winner, Joseph Blocher, a 2001 Rice
graduate, was studying the interactions between tribal law and common
law in Ghana as a Fulbright scholar
when he was summoned for his Gates
interview.
Year after year, Rice has been successful in producing a large number of
Fulbright scholars, relative to the size
of the university. This year, four students received the scholarships to study
abroad:Kristin Krukenberg,Allison
Dennis, Jennifer Kaya, and Dan
DeHanas.
The elusive Luce award also offers

JENNIFER KAYA
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recipients the opportunity to study
abroad—a year of living and working
in Asia—and is another Rhodes-quality scholarship. Only 18 were awarded
this year,and according to Scheid,it's
a difficult scholarship to win as a graduating senior because it emphasizes career strengths and a career track record
that most undergraduates don't have.
Maria Stafford, who graduated in
May 2001 with a degree in anthropology, applied last year as a graduating
senior. This year, after gaining experience as a freelance journalist and as a
curatorial assistant at the Rice Art
Gallery, she was awarded a Luce and
will spend a year in Vietnam studying
and learning about Asian art and the
art marketplace.
Cecilia Ball is one of 30 Paul and
Daisy Soros New American Fellows
for 2002. She was chosen from more
than 1,000 nationwide applicants for
this year's fellowships, which are
awarded to naturalized citizens or their
children for graduate study in the
United States. Fellowship winners receive a $20,000 annual stipend plus
half the cost of tuition for up to two
years of graduate study in the United
States. The fellowships are funded by
a $50-million charitable trust established in 1997 by Hungarian immigrants Paul and Daisy Soros. Three
other Rice students have received Paul
and Daisy Soros Fellowships for New
Americans since the award's inception.
The following recent Rice graduates as well as graduate students were
listed as winners of National Science
Foundation awards this year: Cecilia
Ball, Jonathan Robert Behr, Kelly
Denise Biddle, Ginger Chao,
Brianna Lynne Conrey, Joseph
Doyle Hankins, Kim Evette
Hosemann, Judy Fay-Chen Hsii,
Matthew Hartmann Kane,Michael
Siavash Khodadoust, Alexandra
Taylor King, Allen Lee, Paul W.
Leu, Christopher Scott Neumann,
Amber Jo Ann Rakowitz, Christopher Robert Ruehl, and Cliff Avery
Thomas.
Of the 75 Predoctoral Fellowships
in Biological Sciences awarded nation-
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ally by the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute,four were Rice 2002 graduates. Only Harvard and Princeton
matched this number. The students
are Jonathan Robert Behr, Daniel
James Brasier, Michael Siavash
Khodadoust, and Kelly Elizabeth
McCann.
Senior Jose Canseco has received
the Jack Kent Cooke Undergraduate
Scholars Program Award. The Cooke
Foundation seeks to identify and reward young people who have shown
unique overall excellence, both in superior academic achievement and in
extracurricular activities. The award

will provide funds for Canseco's tuition and fees until he graduates.
Modern world history Ph.D. candidate Ron M.Haas has been awarded
a 2002 Charlotte W.Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship. Thirtythree Ph.D. candidates at 17 universities nationwide have received the
awards, which support original and
significant study ofethical or religious
values in all fields of the humanities
and social sciences.
Three undergraduate and two
graduate students received Rice
University's Wagoner Foreign Studies
Scholarships of up to $15,000 for an
academic year of study or research
abroad. The undergraduate recipients
are Tim Huegerich, a junior majoring in the philosophy ofscience, who
will study at the University ofOxford;

Victoria Gomez,a junior majoring in
biological sciences, who will study at
the University of Cambridge; and
Victoria Zyp, a junior studying Arabic language and culture, who will
study at the Al Akhawayn University
in Morocco. Bheki Mngomezulu, a
graduate student studying East African history, will conduct research in
Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania, and
Timothy Wood, a graduate student
studying modern history,will conduct
research in Cambodia.Rice established
the Wagoner Scholarships in 1997
from a bequest of James T. Wagoner,
an alumnus who graduated in the class
of 1929.
Steven Pattyn and Victoria Zyp
have won the National Security Education Program David L.Boren Scholarship. The award allows scholars to
study in and about areas ofthe world
critical to U.S. national security where
most U.S. students do not study—
such as Africa, Asia, Eastern and Central Europe, Latin America and the
Caribbean, and the Middle East.
Amelia Pousson won a $22,000
Watson Fellowship to study the ways
sociological factors influence the transmission ofAIDS and the effectiveness
ofHIV public health programs worldwide. She'll gather data for her research in Brazil, Thailand, Djibouti,
and Botswana and will finish her tour
next summer in Geneva, Switzerland,
taking six weeks to compile the data
for a report to UNAIDS,the United
Nation's joint HIV/A1DS program.
Junior Emily R. Wheeler earned a
Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship this
year. The Goldwater is the premier
undergraduate scholarship for sophomores or juniors majoring in mathematics, engineering, or the sciences
who plan to obtain a doctorate in their
fields.
Seventy-nine Rice students were
elected as members-in-course of Phi
Beta Kappa.Election to Phi Beta Kappa
recognizes outstanding achievement
in the liberal arts and sciences.
And 25 graduating seniors were
honored as members of Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges and Universities 2001.
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ROCKY IUBA
PICTURE SHOW

TWELVE HUNDRED MILES MIGHT SEEM LIKE A LONG DISTANCE TO TRAVEL FOR A FIELD TRIP, BUT THE RICE
STUDENTS WHO TOOK THE DEPARTMENT OF EARTH SCIENCE'S EIGHT-DAY TRIP TO CUBA IN JANUARY WERE
PARTICULARLY PLEASED.

"Everybody loved it because the trip was such a unique
experience," said Julia Morgan, assistant professor of earth
science,who led the trip with Hans Ave Lallemant,professor
ofearth science."Cuba is very interesting geologically, with
so many different types ofrock that there's something there
for everyone," she said."We wanted to expose our students
to geologic locations that have heavilyinfluenced geologists'
thinking in the past."
The island ofCuba was once part ofa volcanic island chain
that rims the Caribbean. More than 58 million years ago,
that chain collided with the Bahama platform, fusing Cuba
to North America.
The island offers a unique variety ofrocks,some ofwhich
were once buried at depths exceeding 40 miles and have
since come back to the surface. Also found on the island are
rocks interpreted to be chaotic landslide and tsunami deposits resulting from an asteroid that smashed into Mexico's
Yucatan Peninsula and,some theorize, wiped out the dinosaurs 65 million years ago.
Seeing a 400-meter-thick rock deposit that formed within
a month after the asteroid impact was a highlight ofthe field
trip for first-year doctoral student Alastair John. "That's
beyond our concept of geological processes," he said.
Because the field trip included visits to different parts of
the island, students were introduced to many geologic
features, including dramatic mogotes, which are steepwalled limestone mountains riddled with caves; ancient and
modern-day reefs; and ophiolite complexes,which are slices
ofthe oceanic crust now found on land.
"I had never seen so many geologic terrains juxtaposed,"
said Patrick Taha, also a first-year doctoral student.
The nine graduate students and four undergraduate students who went on the field trip had taken a seminar on the
geology ofCuba taught last fall by Ave Lallemant and Andre

Droxler,associate professor ofearth science,so they arrived
in Cuba well-prepared to read and interpret the geological
and tectonic records of the overall Caribbean evolution.
They also benefited from the expertise ofManuel IturraldeVinent,the world's leading expert on Cuban geology,who
served as their guide.
In addition to having geological value, the trip was
educational from a social perspective,introducing students
to the people of Cuba, their food, music, dance, and
history.
"Culturally, it was a great experience," said Deanna
Borchers, a first-year master's student. She added that it
also was "interesting to see how communism works."
Borchers and several other students agreed that the time
spent in Cuba, where the beef ration is one kilogram per
month and many of the few cars that are used were
manufactured in the 1950s, made them appreciate the
standard of living in the United States.
The visit to Cuba was the second in the Department of
Earth Science's Type Locale Field Trip Program.The travel
expenses ofthe Rice participants were largely subsidized by
the department. The program showcases earth science at
Rice to colleagues at other universities and also to prospective graduate students, two of whom accompanied the
group to Cuba.
The first trip in the series took place last year in Hawaii,
where students had a chance to walk on recently hardened
and still-hot lava, study coastal processes in action, and
examine remnants of volcanoes destroyed by giant landslides. According to Ave Lallemant, the third annual departmental field trip will take place during the summer of
2003 and will include a transect across the Alps in Switzerland, Italy, and Austria.
-B. J. ALMOND
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A Family
Affair

American literature.
"We were both a little apprehensive
about taking classes together, but it
worked out very well,"says Beth.When
Mary turned assignments in early,Beth
chided her,saying,"You're making me
look bad!"
For the most part, the two Garretts
studied separately. However,they frequently debated over texts they had
read or reflected on interesting discussions in the classroom. Beth notes that
"it was certainly a unique and wonderful experience to have a friend come up

campus. She also was a member of the
recently chartered campus chapter ofthe
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. As a six-year
volunteer with Habitat for Humanity,
Beth participated in the Rice Habitat
Honduras trip in 2000.
When Mary Garrett watched her daughBecause ofthe adjustment to student
ter, Beth, receive a diploma from Rice
life, Mary says she devoted her time and
May 11, Mary wasn't sitting on the
energy to meeting academic requirequadrangle with other family memments."When I wasn't working on that,
bers—she was literally following in
it was down time or sleep time." Now
Beth's footsteps. Believed to be the
that she's earned her degree,Mary plans
first mother and daughter to graduate
to return to Alaska to work in one ofthe
from Rice on the same day,
Alaska Native villages.
Mary and Beth Garrett
Mary regrets that her
spent the past two years as
husband, who died in
roommates.
1996, was not able to see
Mary had originally enher and Beth graduate from
rolled at Rice in 1982 after
Rice."He wasa very strong
graduating from Truettproponent of education,"
McConnell College. "Afshe says, "and it was beter a year here, I had to
cause of his influence and
drop out because offamily
support that I went to junneeds," Mary explains,addior college at age 40."
ing that she had seven chilBeth has applied for a
dren to take care ofat home.
judicial administrative fel"I always wanted to come
lowship with California
back and finish working on
State University in Sacramy degree, but life got in
mento.After that,she plans
the way for 20 years."
to enter law schoolto study
Beth transferred to Rice
civil rights law.
from the University of
The mother and
Alaska in 1999,and a year
daughter were not the first
later she and her siblings
in their family to graduate
BETH GARRETT, LEFT, AND HER MOTHER, MARY, SHARED THE RIGORS
encouraged their mother
OF COLLEGE COURSES AND, ON MAY 1 1, THE JOY OF GRADUATION.
from Rice or to be proud
to go back to school. In
membersofBaker College.
addition to being able to fulfill her
and say,'I saw your mom in class today,
They were preceded by two of Beth's
dream ofa college education,Mary also
and she had some especially insightful
siblings, Lee Ann '89 and John '92.
was enticed by the fact that she'd be
comments."
"I was honored to attend graduation
able to visit her children and grandchilBeth was more active with extracurthis year and hear the names of my
dren who live in Houston.
ricular activities,serving as president of
mother and sister being called," says Lee
That was enough incentive for Mary
the Rice University Native American
Ann. "It pleases me to know that Rice
to reenroll at Rice in 2000 to pursue a
StudentAssociation(RUNASA)fortwo
has provided such an excellent learning
degree in sociology. But she had to
ofthe three years that she was a memenvironment for so many members of
learn more than just academics.
ber. She was the curator of several
our family."
"Mother did not grow up in the
displays at Fondren Library,including
"I am especially proud of Mama and
technological revolution," explains
one sponsored by RUNASA, which
Beth because as nontraditionalstudents,"
Beth,"so she was unfamiliar with comwasinstalled to highlight Native AmeriJohn explains,"they overcame more than
puters,software programs,and e-mail."
can cultures and community events at
the usual obstacles in realizing their
Mary credits Beth with helping her
Rice and to promote the association's
dreams."
maneuver what often turned out to be
annual spring powwow.In association
"Rice has made a huge difference in
"computer nightmares" and with inwith the Program for the Study of
the lives of my family," says John."We
structing her on how to be a college
Women and Gender,Beth initiated the
offer our affection and gratitude as well
student in the 21st century.
first and second annual GLBTQ (gay,
as a pool offuture graduates. My daughBeth,who majored in anthropology
lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, and
ter just turned 1," he adds. "Look out,
and women and gender studies,did not
queer) displays in Fondren to create
Class of2022!"
sign up for the same classes as her
support and dialogue and provide in-B. J. ALMOND
mother until this past semester, when
formation on the diverse issues related
they both took geology and Native
to sexuality on and beyond the Rice
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When Rice University senior Daniel Upp graduated, he wasn't worried about
looking for a job. He's had one lined up since he was a freshman. As a member
of the university's Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC), Upp is
required to serve at least four years in the navy after he graduates. His first fulltime job is a sailor's dream—he's been assigned a foreign exchange tour ofduty
on an Argentine ship and will be cruising the Atlantic Ocean for five months,
making ports of call in Canada, Holland, Belgium, Brazil, and France.
"I got a very amazing opportunity," says Upp,who will be helping in the daily
operations ofthe ship and in fostering international relations. After receiving his
degree from Rice, he was commissioned as an ensign officer—the equivalent of
a second lieutenant in the army. "I was very lucky to get that assignment in
South America," Upp says. "I am sure it was based on my language abilities."
Upp speaks Spanish, Japanese, Polish, French, and Latin and has studied Old
English, Sanskrit, and Mapudungun (a Native American language spoken in
southern Chile).
Upp belongs to a small but very select group ofstudents who make up the Rice
NROTC unit, a consortium of four universities. Of the 43 students in the
program, 19 are from Rice; the others come from the University of Houston,
Houston Baptist University, and the University ofTexas Health Science Center.
The program offers students an opportunity to earn a commission as an officer in
the U.S. Navy or Marine Corps.
"We develop students to be fighting war specialists," says Captain James York,
who is in charge ofthe Rice NROTC and teaches naval science courses. Students,
he explains, learn to be officers on ships, submarines, and airplanes.
Since the Rice NROTC was started in 1941, about 700 students have gone
through the program, and at least two—Austin B. Scott., Jr. '55 and John T.
Mitchell '64—have reached the rank of admiral. The number of Rice students
enrolled in the program has remained steady, averaging about 20 a year. The
September 11 terrorist attack did not create a rush ofcandidates to the NROTC
(there was one student who joined immediately after the attack), but the event
did raise the presence of the group on campus, says York.
"Before September 11, NROTC uniforms on campus were kind ofa novelty,"
he explains."After September 11,people on campus were more supportive ofthe
students when they wore the uniforms."
Upp adds: "I have gotten positive reactions. People have a lot of questions
about this program. Most people have been very appreciative and supportive
of what I am doing."

Rice enjoys an excellent
reputation with the navy.
Many of its graduates, especially those majoring in engineering, join the navy's
nuclear power program and
do very well, says York.
An attractive aspect of the
Rice NROTC unit is that
it offers students military
training in a regular college
campusenvironment,unlike
the naval academy, which
completely immerses the
students in military life.
"The naval academy studentslive the military system seven days a week,
and ourfolks live itonce
or twice a week," explainsYork."Ourkids
want to enjoy college life a bit
more."
York notes
that students
at the naval
academy
do have
an

advantage initially when
they join a
fleet, because
they better understand the military system. But he
addsthatit doesn't take
long for Rice graduates
to get up to speed.
Rice NROTC students
are appointed midshipmen
and pursue regular academic
courses. As part of NROTC
regiment,they mustattend drill
practice once a week, dress in
uniform on Tuesdays, and do
physical training once a week at6
A.M.They also must take one naval
science course per semester. The
courses include naval orientation,
naval weapons,leadership and ethics, and the evolution of warfare.
Everysummer,midshipmen also
mustattend a one-month,paid training session on a navy ship, submarine, or aircraft. These training sessions, affectionately called "cruises"
by the midshipmen,vary every summer.The first is a "sampler"in which
students spend one week with each
of the four branches of the navy:
surface (ship), subsurface (submarine), aviation, and the marines.
"Each group makes it as fun as
possible with the hope that you will
eventually join that branch," says
Upp."You get to shoot offa lot of
weapons and ride in the back seats
of planes." Upp spent his first
cruise on a ship off the San Diego port.
Following the sampler, studentsspend their nextcruise on
a ship that teaches them the
life of an enlisted
crewmember.Upptraveled
to Mayport, Florida, for
that experience. "Even
though we graduate as
officers," says Upp,
"kisimportantthat
we understand
what the enlisted have to

go through,because we are supposed
to be leading them.We need to know
what their life is like."
In the third and final cruise,
midshipmen spend time with the
branch of the navy of their choice
and learn about the duties of an
officer. Upp picked a destroyer in
Pearl Harbor."In this cruise," says
Upp,"you shadow a young officer
and see what he does and how he
works. You get to learn what it is
like to be an officer in your field."
One of the most alluring features ofthe NROTC is the financial
assistance it has to offer. There are
two types. The college program is
for students who join the NROTC
during their freshman year and receive financial support starting in
their sophomoreor.
junior year. The
scholarship program is the more
generous one and offers a four-year deal that pays for tuition, books, and a
monthly stipend on a sliding scale. Freshmen receive $250 a month; seniors,
$350 a month.
For many students, the NROTC offers the perfect combination of a free
education and a college environment in which to train to become an officer.
Upp says he has wanted to become a naval officer since he was in high
school, because it runs in the family. Three of his grandparents were in the
navy during World War II. His father's mother was a cryptographer,
deciphering secret messages.
"I considered the U.S. Naval Academy, but the more I found out about it,
the more I realized that it didn't sound like a lot offun," Upp explains."Ifyou
are looking for a total military education, the Naval Academy is a great place,
because you are learning military things all the time. I was looking for a more
all-around education that was focused on what I wanted to study."
Upp has a fascination with languages and majored in linguistics with the
intent ofbecoming a translator. He says he will probably pursue graduate work
in this field. Being in the NROTC for four years was good for him,says Upp,
especially now that he has graduated. "A lot of my friends are going crazy,
working on their resumes and applying for jobs. Since I was a freshman, I
haven't had to worry about any of that."
Julia Weber, who graduated from Rice with a double major in psychology and French,joined NROTC in her freshman year. "I decided midway
through my senior year of high school that I wanted to do something for
my country," she says. She decided to try the NROTC,knowing that she
could always quit. The NROTC allows students to drop the program after
a year or anytime during their college career. Four years later, she is certain
she made the right choice.
"I have learned a lot, and I have had a lot of incredible experiences that
I couldn't get anywhere else," she says. Weber spent one summer on the
USS Enterprise, working in the ship's nuclear reactor division. Another
summer, she was aboard the USS Gunston Hall, an amphibious ship used
for transporting marines.
Learning to be a leader was invaluable, she says. "The leadership classes
taught me how to handle people, how to handle different situations, how to
plan and organize people, and how to always be responsible for my actions,"
she says. Weber was a company commander at Rice in charge of a company
composed mainly of men. "All the guys treated me with utmost respect,
though occasionally I wish there were more female officers, because I want
to know more about how it is to be a female in the navy."

This fall Weber will attend a program in Rhode Island,
where she will learn the engineering aspects ofa ship,and then
she will be assigned to a ship in Pearl Harbor. After that, she
plans to study for a year in a nuclear power school and then serve
two years as an officer in the nuclear reactor department of an
aircraft carrier.
Those planned five years in the navy,Weber says,will help her decide
if she will make a career out of the military. "Starting your career as a
military officer earns you a great deal of respect throughout the world,"
she says. "You have technical skills and leadership skills."
Ever since he was a child, Griffin Hetrick, a sophomore majoring in
mechanical engineering, has wanted to be a pilot. He planned to enroll at
either the U.S. Air Force Academy or U.S. Naval Academy but decided
otherwise because of his nearsightedness. Instead, Hetrick came to Rice with
the idea that after he graduated he would go to Officer Candidate School. But
when he got to Rice, he found a program that seemed too good to be true.
"All I have to do is go to college and take one navy class a week and do drills
and physical training once a week, and I get the same benefits as someone
attending the Naval Academy,"he explains. Hejumped at the chance ofjoining
the NROTC in his freshman year and was awarded a three-year scholarship for
this academic year. In his first year, he became a squad leader, responsible for
helping students with any problems they might have and making sure that they
are doing well academically. In turn, Hetrick reports to a supervisor.
"What this does is it lets you get some real hands-on leadership experience,"
Hetrick says.
Hetrick's nearsightedness will prevent him from becoming a pilot, so he has
opted for being a naval flight officer, the person who sits in back ofthe aircraft
and operates the radar and weapon systems. After he graduates from Rice, he
plans to join the aviation branch of the navy.
Being in the NROTC,he explains, is helping him realize his dream while
enjoying all the advantages of a regular college life. "I love the NROTC,but
do I love rugby? Yes. Do I love being able to sleep in on Saturday mornings?
Yes. It is a great way to have the navy side of my life and the normal college side
of my life also," he says.
"Ifyou are going to join the navy," he emphasizes,"this is the way to do it."

JULIA WEBER

tel Commons, with its arched-beam ceiling and large windows, is
a bright, inviting place to eat and socialize. The commons can easily
be converted into a theater for drama productions.
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Thirty years is a long time to wait for
an addition to any family, even a family
ofresidential colleges. This spring, the
wait ended and the stork arrived once
again at Rice University, delivering
Rice's ninth college, Marian and
Speros P. Martel College.
Rice officially welcomed Martel into the residential college family on April 4. On hand were
university officials, delegations from the other eight colleges, representatives from the
Marian and Speros P. Martel Foundation, and hundreds of well-wishers from around the
university. A lively reception and open house featuring performances by traditional Greek
musicians and dancers followed the dedication ceremony.
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in presenting the building,Rice
Board ofTrustees chair E.William Barnett said that the establishment ofthe college system was the single most
importanteventin the way students live on campus, transforming undergraduate life at
Rice. "We borrowed the college system from elsewhere,"
Barnett acknowledged,"butno
one would dispute the fact today that the college system is a
distinctly Rice institution. As
far as I'm concerned, ours is
clearly the bestin the country."
Although Rice's first president Edgar Odell Lovett had,
from the beginning,envisioned
residential colleges at Rice,the
Rice Board of Governors did

not adopt the residential college system until 1954. Instituting the plan took an additional three years and involved
renovating the old residence
halls and building a new building, as well as determining
criteria for living and dining
arrangements,student government, athletic and intellectual
competition, and the masters
in residence.
Martel College's inception
came in the mid-1990s as part
of Rice's strategic plan for the
university's future development. Because the existing

eightcolleges could house only
67 percent ofundergraduates,
a key element ofthat plan was
adding a new college. Martel
College and additions to neighboring Brown and Jones Colleges, scheduled for occupation this fall, will allow 80
percent of undergraduates to
live on campus.
And at least as interesting as
the increase in total numbers is
that Martel's location next to
Brown and Jones will undoubtedly generate a shift in student
life. Prior to the construction
of Martel and the additions to

The large oak in Martel's quadrangle gives the new building a
sense of age and permanence. In the background, a bouzouki
player entertains the crowd with traditional Greek music at the
open house.

Brown and Jones, only onefourth ofundergraduates lived
on the north side of campus;
this fall, it will be one-third.
"Until now," observed Rice
president Malcolm Gillis,"the
south colleges, by weight of
sheer numbers, were the center of gravity ofstudent life at
Rice. Martel will help create a
critical mass and also stimulate
student life in the north end."

-/The Martels
Major funding for Martel
College came from the Marian
and Speros P. Martel Foundation. "The directors of the
Martel Foundation wanted to
do something that would be
lasting and that would provide
a tribute to Marian and Speros
Martel in Houston and a significant gift to Rice University
for student enhancement,"said
Ralph S. O'Connor,chairman
and president of the Martel
Foundation and emeritus
member of Rice's board.
"Martel College was the perfect opportunity."
Marian Fox Twyman Martel
was a Vassar-educated Houstonian whose family had ties to
Rice University.Speros Martel,
a native ofCephalonia, a small
Greek island off the southern

Alice Hill, Martel's first president, and Ralph O'Connor, president
of the Martel Foundation, cut the ribbon at the end of the
dedication ceremony. Watching are, from left, architect Michael
Graves, Rice president Malcolm Gillis, board chair William
Barnett, board member Kent Anderson, and Martel masters
Arthur and Joan Few. Zen Camacho, vice president for student
affairs, looks on from behind the podium.

coast of Albania, moved to
Houston during World War I.
The Greek influence in Martel
College's architecture and the
Greek flag in the college banner honor his heritage. A selfmade man,Speros liked to say
he graduated from the school
ofhard knocks. He was friends
with Houston developer Jesse
H. Jones and George R.
Brown, founder of Brown &
Root and a longtime chair of
Rice's board, both strong supporters of Rice.
Together,Marian and Speros
Martel laid the groundwork
for a foundation that would
benefit Houston civic and educational institutions,especially
Rice University. Marian endowed four chairs at Rice in
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her 1956 will, and the Martel
Foundation has established
buildings, scholarships, endowed chairs,and programs at
Rice since its formation that
same year."Marian and Speros
Martel were generous donors
to Rice University, and Ralph
O'Connor and the Martel
Foundation have continued
that tradition," Gillis said,noting that the foundation's gifts
to Rice now total well over
$20 million.

_-,The Architect
Martel College, the additions to Brown and Jones Colleges,and the Martel and Jones
masters' houses were designed
by internationally known ar-

Baker College »
Originally the Institute Commons:
1912
Renamed East Hall: 1914
Renamed Baker College: 1957
Named for Capt. James A. Baker, first
chair of the Rice board
First master: Carl R. Wischmeyer
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chitect Michael Graves. Graves,
who refers to himselfas a "general practitioner" ofdesign, has
never limited his work just to
buildings. He has achieved the
status of household name by
turning his hand to everything
from master planning to interior design to creating useful
objects for the home.
Other members ofthe architectural and construction team
were Pierce Goodwin Alexander
& Linville, executive architect;
Miner—Dederick Constructors,
general contractor; Walter P.
Moore, civil and structural engineer; and Brown & Root,
project manager. Barnett paid
special tribute to
George

Miner, who was an alumnus of
Rice and a past member ofRice's
board as well as a principal of
Miner—Dederick Constructors.
Although Miner saw students
occupy the college he helped
build, he did not live to participate in the dedication ceremony.
(See page 47.) "This project
would not exist without
George," Barnett said. "It was
his steady and determined effort that overcame one little
problem after another and
brought us to where we are
today." One of those "little"
problems was$1 million in damage caused to the partially completed structure by Tropical
Storm Allison in June 2001.

Above, the
student suites,
each with a
living room
surrounded
by bedrooms,
overlook the
central quadrangle. Left, the
Martel servery.
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The Facility
Construction of Martel College commenced in June 2000
and was completed in December 2001. Martel College residents occupied the building on
January 28,2002,Martel Commonsopened aboutthree weeks
later, and the North Kitchen/
Servery, which serves the
residents ofMartel,Brown,and
Jones, opened on March 10.
The 130,000-square-foot
Martel College building hasfour
stories of student suites that
open onto exterior balconies
overlooking a central quadrangle.In the quadrangle,a large
oak that was preserved during
construction lends both shade
and a sense of
age to the new
structure.Entry
to the quadrangle from the
south is through
a sallyport constructed of the
same green and
gray Italian
marble used in
Herzstein Hall
(formerly the
Physics Laboratories).
The student suites are like
apartments, with a living room
surrounded by four to six single
bedrooms and a bathroom. All
entry doors are wide enough to
admit wheelchairs, and a num-
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Will Rice College ) > >
Originally South Hall: 1912
Renamed Will Rice College: 1957
Named for William Marsh Rice, Jr.,
nephew of William Marsh Rice and
member of the Rice board
First master: James Street Fulton
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Hanszen College >
Originally West Hall: 1916
Renamed Hanszen College: 1957
Named for Henry Clay Hanszen, a Rice
benefactor
First master: William H. Masterson

Wiess College >
Originally Wiess Hall: 1950
Renamed Wiess College: 1957
Named for Harry Carothers Wiess,
co-founder of Humble Oil, now Exxon,
a member of the Rice board, and a Rice
benefactor
First master: Roy V. Talmage

op

ber of the suites comply with
regulations established by the
Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990. These suites have one
larger bedroom that can accommodate a wheelchair's turning
radius and a larger second bathroom with a wheelchair-accessible shower. Chih-Ming
Cheng, a sophomore majoring
in economics,said the suites are
what she likes most about
Martel. "It's nice having roommates," she said, "and having
your own room at the same
time."
Martel Commons connects to
the college through a circular
student lounge. Eight arched
wooden beams lend a graceful
touch to the dining hall, and
large windows fill the room with
light. The commons is designed
with wiring that allows it to be
converted into a theater for
drama productions.The second
floor ofthe commons has a private dining room for meetings
and gatherings. Over the lounge
is a patio that already has become Martel's most popular student hangout, and above that
rises a three-story tower with a
spiral staircase.
In addition, the structure has
three computer rooms, three
classrooms, a library, a game
room, a TV room,five student
kitchens, two music practice
rooms, and a large laundry

Jones College >
1957
Named for Mary Gibbs Jones, wife of
Jesse H. Jones, Houston developer and
a Rice benefactor
First master: Calvin M. Class

The student lounge is topped with a balcony and a three-story
circular tower.

room. Martel also has a distinctive feature not currently in any
other college—an apartmentfor
short-term visiting faculty and
scholarsfrom all disciplines.The
apartment, which is on the
ground floor of the west wing,
has a living room, study, bedroom, kitchen, and bath.

The Martel Community
In truth, though, a residential college is not a building—it
is a community, and the establishment ofthe Martel community is a story in itself.
Martel's founding masters,
Arthur and Joan Few,served as
masters of Baker College from
1994through 1999.Arthur Few
earned a Ph.D. at Rice in 1969
and is a professor in both the
physics and astronomy and the

> (Brown College > > >
1965
Named for Margarett Root Brown, wife of
Herman Brown, co-founder of Brown &
Root and a Rice benefactor
First master: Frank E. Vandiver

civil and environmental engineering departments. Joan is an
archaeologist who has taught at
Rice and at the University of
Houston. "The Fews' success
in creating a vibrant community promises a most auspicious
beginning for Martel," said
Gillis. "The experience and the
personal warmth that they bring
to this new college will give new
life to Edgar Odell Lovett's
words on the cornerstone of
Rice's first residence hall: 'To
the freedom of sound learning
and the fellowship of youth."
The Martel College community began in October2000 with
a founding committee made up
of the Fews, 12 associates, and
16student members—two each
from the eight existing colleges.
Like the Fews, most of the
founding associate members had
previous connections with other

Lovett College >
1968
Named for Edgar Odell Lovett, first
president of Rice
First masters: Robert and Jonel Curl
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Martel move-in day arrives at last on January 28, 2002.

colleges."We talk about Martel
as'the new college,"said Arthur
Few,"but from its very beginning, Martel College was an
amalgamation ofall ofthe components of the Rice University
college system. Martel draws its
strength from the contributions
of all of the colleges."
By January 2001, the Martel
community had grown to 166
students, all volunteer transfers
from other colleges. In March
2001, Martel elected its first
officers and parliament,and the
students of the founding committee passed the torch of governance to the newly elected
team. The following November,63volunteersfrom the class
of2005 were recruited to transfer to Martel.
As the fall 2001 semester began, Martel was officially a college, but the term "residential"
wasn't yetentirely applicable because the building wasn't finished. "All of you familiar with
the college system know about
the pain and dislocation that
occurs when students are forced
to move off campus," Arthur
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(Sid Richardson College
1971
Named for Sid W. Richardson, a Texas
oil-man, cattleman, and financier and
benefactor of Rice
First master: J. V. Leeds
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Few said at the dedication. "In
the past,some colleges have had
to force a whole class to move
off campus. Last fall, all of
Martel College moved offcampus,and we want the other colleges to appreciate the sacrifice
and difficulties that are associated with having the entire college student population living
off campus with no on-campus
home."
Although move-in originally
was scheduled for the beginning ofthe spring 2002 semester,repairs to damage caused by
Tropical Storm Allison delayed
that by about two weeks. But
when Martel residents did move
in on January 28,they did so as
a community. "We now have
305 members," Joan Few told
the audience. "This includes
eight alumni,65 associates,and
232students,with allfour classes
and all disciplines represented.
We have our associates;our college coordinator, Maria Burns;
two resident associates, Gary
Morris and Tina Villard; and a
Beer-Bike team with bicycles.
In the fall, we will be assigned

>

>

>

>
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our first freshman class of approximately 78 students. This
will be a very important event in
the short history ofMartel College because these will be our
first students who don't have a
tag that says 'I came from another college."
One year might not seem like
a long enough time to develop
the sort of traditions that the
other colleges have had for 30
years or more, especially since
only one semester of that has
been in official residence. But
the Martel community is hard
at work on that angle.
"In Martel's short history, it
has seen many things," Martel's
first president Alice Hill said at
the dedication. "It has seen a 3
A.M. heroic effort by Miner—
Dederick to complete the college in time for students to move
in. It has seen another 3 A.M.
heroic effort, this time by the
Martel students in retaliation of
jacks the week before Beer-Bike.
Martel has seen the first visiting
faculty members live in a residential college. We've seen toilet-papered trees, a pet goat

(Martel College
2001
Named for Marian and Speros P. Martel
First masters: Arthur and Joan Few
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come and go,and more college
spirit than I've ever seen at Rice.
And all this since we moved in
just over two months ago. I
cannot even begin to fathom
the awesome, humorous, and
amazing things that have yet to
come for Martel's future."
The Martel masters have high
aspirations for that future."We
have the opportunity at Martel
to be as original and as different
from the other colleges as we
dare to be," said Arthur Few.
"We do not have the burden of
40 years oftraditions to bear—

we are tradition-free, which is a
very cleansing feeling. This is an
opportunity that should not escape us, because ifwe develop a
better model for a college,then
we can lead the college system
to a new horizon."
Undoubtedly, that new horizon will include its share ofcollege alliances and rivalries."Nobody needs to be told that Rice's
colleges have developed many
traditional rivalries," said Gillis.
"Martel is the first to have a
natural ally—Baker College,our
oldest residential college. Not
only did Baker College pass to
Martel its well-loved past masthur and Joan Few, but

Kindra Welch, an architecture
major and memberofBaker College, was active in the design
process of Martel during her
preceptor year with architects
Michael Graves and Associates.
Baker College also contributed
Martel's founding prime minister, David Schrewdy,and sent a
delegation of friendship to
Martel's first cabinet meeting.
That will surely rank up there
with anything that Machiavelli
did."
Perhaps, but after Hill and
O'Connor cut the ribbon,there
was nothing Machiavellian in
Hill's tone when she looked at
the Martel students seated before her and said with obvious
emotion,"Okay, Martel,

let's go home."

Carrying the torch of governance, Alice Hill, Martel's first
president (right), leads the Martel community through the new
college's sallyport.

-
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Don't worry if you experience déjà vu
while visiting the new masters' houses for
Martel and Jones Colleges. There is a
rational explanation: The floor plans of
the two houses are mirror images of each
other. But though they look a lot alike,
the two houses have distinct personalities.
Designer Michael Graves uses
simple,somewhat blocky,earthtone exteriors to mask large,
open, airy interiors bright with
natural light. The ground floor
ofeach house is the public area,
consisting of a two-story-tall
great room, an adjacent dining
area, a spacious kitchen, a den,
an office, a bathroom, and a
two-car garage. Upstairs are the
masters'private living quarters—
four bedrooms and two baths.
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Walled courtyards flank the
homes.
Inside, pastel wall colors enhance the spacious feel of the
rooms,and hardwood floors not
only add elegance but help anchor the main spaces. Numerous glass double doors to the
courtyards and throughout the
interiors further open up the
rooms, bring in lots of light,
and encourage free flow oftraffic during large gatherings. The

houses came as packages,complete with furniture, hand-woven area rugs, and furnishings
designed by Graves.He selected
most of the art on the walls,
which includes some ofhis own
work,and he even designed the
Martel banner and china.
Martel masters Arthur and
Joan Few and Jones masters
Enrique and Maribel Barrera are
very pleased with the results.
"We are enjoying it," Joan says.
"It's a very functional house."
Functionality is important since
these residences will see a lot of
student and faculty visitors. "It
has these great open spaces,"
says Enrique,"and the layout is
really made for entertaining. At
one recent senior dinner, we sat
50 very easily in the dining
room."
Despite the similarity in floor
plans, the two homes have very
individual characters. "It's interesting to notice the differences," says Maribel. "The
Martel courtyards have gardens,
and ours have patios. The of-

fices are shifted, and we have
two doors exiting at the front
instead of one."
The furniture and furnishings
contribute to the illusion ofdifference through the use of distinct lines, patterns, and color
schemes in the two homes.Also,
Martel House has more of the
"Graves look" in the finer details. "Graves didn't furnish
Jones House as completely as
he did Martel House," Maribel
explains, "because we already
had furniture from the old Jones
House." Martel House, being
completely new, had to be furnished from scratch. "Downstairs it's almost all Michael
Graves," Joan says. "Upstairs is
our personal stuff. In the den
are my piano and our family
pictures and a few ofour pieces
of art, so we have our personal
things around us. But Graves
did all the furniture and picked
all the colors."
Also different are the dining
tables. "I definitely had to have
a long table," says Maribel. In

contrast, the table in Martel is
round."The dining table is the
only thing we specifically asked
for," says Joan. "Arthur said he
wanted a round table, so he got
his round table. It's handmade
ofsolid white maple,and it's so
heavy that it had to be made in
four pieces."
The beautiful and ample kitchens were definitely created with
entertaining in mind. "The
kitchen is my favorite room,"
Maribel admits. "It's designed
so well. The restaurant-style
oven and range is big,and there's
two of everything since we frequently entertain large groups
of students. It's all very easy to
maintain, and it's nice to have
such a large, airy space since
people tend to accumulate in
the kitchen. The architect was
brilliant in putting these double
doors between the kitchen and
dining area because that encourages flow into the dining area."
While the two kitchens are
similar in layout, the one in
Martel House shows more of

the Graves flair—kitchen objects designed by Graves are
everywhere."There are Michael
Graves knives,"Joan says, pointing, "the coffee pot, the tea
kettle, all the pots and pans,
the soap dispenser, the paper
towel dispenser,ice bucket,and
on and on." Graves's curvilinear kitchen objects are as whimsical as they are functional. The
spout of the tea kettle, for instance, ends in a policeman's
whistle that sounds when the
water boils.
As with other recent Rice
buildings, Martel House and
Jones House blend traditional
Rice architectural elements with
distinctive looks all their own.
And the interiors are truly warm
and inviting—perfect environments for the fond memories
and new traditions that will be
generated by the masters who
live there and the students who
visit for decades to come.
—Christopher Dow

story by Maria Stalford
photos by Will Ryan
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When artist Richmond Burton '82 begins to feel a
little sluggish in his studio, he takes what most of us
would consider drastic measures to reinvigorate himself. Instead ofsimply napping or making himself
some coffee, Burton runs the mile and a halffrom
his East Hampton, Long Island, home to the waters
of Northwest Harbor,jumps into the often bracingly
cold water, and runs all the way back, dripping wet.
Incredibly, he maintains this regimen even in the
dead of winter.
This plucky, adventurous spirit characterizes
Burton's attitude toward life and toward art. "If you
get that feeling ofexcitement," he explains,"then
you're on the right track, because you're creating excitement for yourself, and that means that in your
own terms, it's a radical
move. IfI'm thinking of
several different choices, I
ask myself,'What is the
most radical thing that I can
do?' and that's the one I'll
go with."
Burton's determination
and his willingness to take
risks seem to be working. By
any measure in the intense
competition ofthe international art world, he has
emerged as an unquestioned
success. Burton has had solo
exhibitions throughout the
United States and in Brussels, London, Turin, and
Zurich. His paintings and
drawings hang in the permanent collections ofthe Museum of Modern Art and
the Metropolitan Museum
ofArt in New York, the Art
Institute of Chicago, and the Museum ofFine Arts,
Houston. His work has been featured on numerous
occasions in such prestigious publications as the New
York Times, the New Yorker, ArtForum,and Art in
America.
Despite all ofthis attention, Burton claims,"I have
no idea what most people think, I just don't. One of
the things about being here in my splendid semi-isolation is that I don't really get that much feedback,
I've just really gone very deep into myself." He
spends most days quietly thinking and working in the
spectacular, light-filled environs ofthe studio in his
home, which once belonged to renowned painter
Elaine de Kooning. The unspoiled surroundings of
East Hampton have afforded Burton the opportunity
of"tapping into the American existential tradition of
Thoreau." Burton takes inspiration from his many

walks, often accompanied by his dog, Jeff, in the forest
and on the gravel beach near his house. "That's my cathedral," Burton says of nature,"and it never falls short."
Burton's sensitivity to the natural world pervades both
his approach to painting and the paintings themselves.
He likens his paintings to living beings, with his creative
vision as the organs and the canvas and stretcher as skin
and bones. "They have a life oftheir own,and I just allow it," he explains. While most of Burton's paintings are
abstract, they are populated by graceful biomorphic
forms that seem like something nature itself might have
devised if given a brush and canvas. Often painted in
exuberant harmonies of color, the shapes in Burton's
paintings evoke forms as disparate as teardrops, pods,
sperm, eggs, cells, and half moons. The paintings' daz-

zling play ofcolor and form creates the impression of
light streaming through a leafy mesh of branches or
dancing on the shimmering surface ofa lake at dawn.
"Richmond has an incredibly light spirit," comments
Will Ryan, a photographer and friend of Burton,"and
his work has this incredibly light spirit which sometimes
is quite difficult to capture in a painting. We generally
perceive painting as having some heavy weight, which
usually is dark. Not everybody can give up that darkness
and head for the light and still make a really deep painting." Such is Burton's sunny, benevolent disposition that
even his voice-mail greetings have been known to consist
of bright declarations—"Today is a beautiful day, even
though I have a cold," for example—voiced with no detectable irony. Laura Peters, a collector of Burton's work
who has also become his friend, describes Burton as a
"divinely inspired" artist with "a very generous spirit . ..
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r(Nthat expresses itself in his canvases."
In a contemporary art world that has sometimes
treated beauty as a kind of taboo, Burton
unapologetically persists in making paintings that are
voluptuously gorgeous. "I would say that Burton's
work is very sensuous and joyful," observes John
Cheim of Cheim & Read,the blue-chip Chelsea gallery that represents Burton's work. "He's not being
ironic. He aspires to beauty and believes that is a
genuine and valid pursuit." Burton elaborates,"I
think really my job is almost to expand an idea of
beauty, because sometimes the paintings seem really
ugly also, and the line between beauty and ugliness
can be really thin. So I like to explore that line, to
walk that tightrope." Burton's work takes on conventional dividing lines in both its imagery and its inspirations. "Something I find really challenging, fascinating, and motivating is the idea of breaking down
boundaries," he enthuses. "Tribally, sexually, materially, dimensionally, and between abstraction and figuration. Those are the places that I find really juicy."
Burton has been challenging preconceptions and
forging his own path ever since his childhood in a
small town, where his desire to become an artist was
sometimes discouraged as impractical by his parents
and teachers. Born in Talladega, Alabama,in 1960,
Burton credits his artistic grandmother with awakening his creative energies. He sought out exposure to
contemporary art wherever he could. For instance,
he recalls driving to Birmingham in a rare snowstorm
with his learner's permit and his father in tow to attend a lecture by sculptor George Segal.
Motivated by his parents' warnings about the difficulties of making it as an artist, Burton devoted his
college education to the study of architecture. He
spent two years in the architecture program at Auburn University before transferring to Rice in 1980.
Burton made the most of his time at Rice and in
Houston. He recalls his studio art, art history, and
architecture classes with Karin Broker, Bill Camfield,
Gordon Wittenberg, Peter Papadimitrious, Bas
Poulos, and visiting professor Michael Wilford as especially formative. Broker, who invited Burton back
to Rice in 1999 to lead a master printmaking workshop, recalls Burton in his student days as "an amazing draftsman" who was "so wonderful to teach."
As a transfer student, Burton lived on campus at
Lovett College for only one semester and tended to
spend more of his time at Will Rice with a group of
"artsy" friends. Among the former members of this
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"little Saint Elmo's Fire-style clique" are well-known
installation artist Michael Petry '81 and fashion designer Jim Mischka '85 ofthe international sensation
Badgley Mischka. In an odd coincidence, the February 2000 issue of Vogue features a photograph of art
collector Yvonne Force in her home, modeling a
slinky Badgley Mischka gown in front ofa matching
Burton painting, Itchy Landscape.
Burton became involved with what was then the
Rice Museum,an exhibition space initiated by consummate arts patron Dominique de Menil in what is
now the Rice Media Center. As a volunteer assistant,
Burton helped unpack and hang the paintings for the
1982 Yves Klein retrospective at the museum."That
was really huge for a kid who grew up in Alabama and
was totally salivating over the reproductions in the
book. To actually have that level offamiliarity with the
paintings and see people hang them and go through
the whole process .. . it was so amazing and a really
big thing for me, and I'm very thankful to have had
that experience." Another highlight of his Rice experience was his participation in an archaeological dig
outside ofRome in a 1983 summer course taught by
Walter Widrig and Philip Oliver-Smith.
Though Burton professes to have always known he
wanted to be an artist, he greatly values his architectural training at Rice. "The program at Rice is a great
program, and they really seem to stress process. It's
something the art schools don't teach enough,in my
opinion. I think if I had to do it all over again, I
wouldn't change a thing, because my primary education was architectural and then I was studying art also.
I really think my studio architecture classes taught me
a lot about creativity."
For his preceptorship in the 1982-83 academic
year, Burton traveled to Philadelphia to work for
Mitchell/Giurgola Architects, a firm that was at the
time best known for designing the Australian Houses
ofParliament. He worked on the design of a newly
expanded factory for Knoll International, an upscale
furniture manufacturer. "It was fascinating," Burton
says. "I got to go to the factory and see all these
things being made,the architectural influence of how
things are made, how they go together."
After returning to Rice and receiving his bachelor of
architecture degree in 1984, Burton moved to New
York to work for I.M. Pei & Partners. Just as he had
in Houston, Burton took full advantage of everything
New York had to offer. "I went to all the museums. I
went to galleries, I went to concerts, I did standingroom at the opera constantly, and the ballet. I became
friends with people who were famous, whom I grew
up reading about. Imagine—it was fantastic!"
At I.M. Pei & Partners, Burton worked on the design ofthe glass pyramids in front ofthe Louvre in
Paris, a coveted assignment in the firm because it was
one of only a few projects in which Pei himself was di-

•

upper left: Thought Bubbles
(84 x 168 inches)
Image courtesy of Cheim
& Read
right: Burton in his studio
with his dog, Jeff

left: Americanissimo
(75 1/8 x 57 1/8 inches)
below: I Am (Lucifer)
(4 x 9 feet)
Images courtesy of Cheim & Read

rectly involved. When asked how he became involved
in this project, Burton replied, with characteristic
candor,"The way I've gotten everything: I just asked
ifI could do it. Really. I had the chutzpah or the
naivete or the nerve or whatever just to say,'Hey,
what about me?"
Burton attempted to pursue his own interests in
painting throughout his two-year tenure at I.M. Pei.
"I was making black paintings, and it was all very
monk-like. I would go home from my architecture
job and I would paint, and I stopped going out."
Eventually, it became clear to Burton that architecture "wasn't a creative enough venture for me in
terms of what I was looking for artistically, and that I
still had this need to be involved with the direct creativity of putting paint down on a surface." Burton
left I.M. Pei & Partners to pursue his career as an
artist and "never, never looked back." He landed his
first solo show in 1987 at Postmasters, a hip East Village gallery (that has since moved to Chelsea), just a
year after leaving his architecture job to pursue a career in art full time—a feat many up-and-coming artists can only dream of.
Burton has been blazing his own unique creative
trail and exhilarating viewers ever since. He views his
deep inward focus as having an important outward
effect. "The more I become more of an individual,"
Burton says, "the more I can be an example to others
to do the same." His paramount goal in sharing his
innermost self on canvas is to prompt viewers to
"come away with a feeling ofindividuality in themselves."
Burton's most recent series of works, the IAM
paintings from 2000 to the present, stress his own individuality and self-realization. Contained in the title
of all of his recent works, the words "I am" are for
Burton "emblematic of giving yourself the ultimate
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permission and putting yourselfin charge of your life
as a creative project—the ability to manifest it, to
manifest your dreams." Emblazoned on the paintsplattered, goldenrod shirt that Burton wears for painting are the words "I am undeniable."
The /AM paintings display Burton an artist who has
now more than ever hit his stride. In Burton's previous
works, his lyrical flourishes were structured by an invisible grid—a remnant of his training in architecture and
an indication of his fascination with repeating cellular
structures. The /AMpaintings de-emphasize and in
some cases completely dispense with this grid, allowing
Burton the freedom to more fully unleash his talent for
lavish, fluid expressiveness. The relaxation of the formal elements in Burton's paintings has been the upshot ofa process of personal development and self-exploration that accelerated in 1998, when Burton
moved from Manhattan and its heady whirl of activity
to the relative solitude and quiet ofEast Hampton.
The masterful IAM (Slice ofMoment)from 2001 exemplifies several ofthe exciting directions that
Burton's recent work has taken. Delicate swirls and
rivulets ofcopper and silver paint emanate a luxuriant
sheen against a richly textured neutral ground. Punctuated with flecks of warm vermilion, these elegant, calligraphic curves create a feather-light filigree that seems
as if it is in constant motion. Two large bulbous forms
hover in this fragile net like motes drifting across a
retina. A series of small, sail-like triangles that arc
across the top ofthe painting signal an indistinct horizon line. In IAM (Slice ofMoment),the grid of years
past has yielded to an ever-developing felicity of gesture and the increasingly bold insertion oflarge abstract forms.
The titles of Burton's paintings—Sapphire Skin,
Space Kitchen, The Warmth ofthe Sun, and IAM
(Confucius Upside Down Cake), to name a few—have
always reflected both his irreverent sense of humor and
his poetic sensibility. In the case ofIAM (Slice ofMoment), the title also embodies Burton's deeply held
personal philosophy ofliving life to its fullest. Whether
daring new innovations in painting, submerging himselfin icy-cold water, or trying his hand at his latest
hobby,snowboarding, Burton pursues a vast spectrum
ofinterests with prodigious energy and commitment.
Burton's rules for living are anything but abstract:
"Rebel and question every step of the way. That's what
I did. It works. And don't let them say no. Do it your
own way and define your own terms. I've always lived
by that credo." As one of the rare individuals who has
managed to mobilize his most animating and abiding
passion into a professional life that not only sustains,
but stimulates, Burton's story carries a message that he
doesn't hesitate to voice. "I'm living proof, and I'm
the first one to say it: you can live off of doing what
you love. It hasn't always been easy, but it's always
been possible, and I've never lost sight ofthat." +
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What makes Rice special? Those of us who know Rice—
especially you who are fortunate enough to be alumni—could
go on for hours about what makes Rice different from other
universities. But what about those who do not know Rice and
who will only spare a few moments to learn about it?
That is the challenge of building a national reputation to
match Rice's reality. It is a challenge complicated by
Rice's small size and distance from national media centers
compared to the nation's other leading universities.
So what is Rice's response to that challenge?
DREK. Not dreck, as in trash, but D-R-E-K as described by the CEO of Young & Rubicam when at Rice
for a Dean's Lecture at the Jones Graduate School of
Management. When "branding" arose as the buzzword
of competitive visibility, Young & Rubicam, one of the
world's largest brand managers, conducted a massive
study of how consumers make choices. All involved
expected the research to confirm the conventional wisdom that audiences go through a four-step process known
as AIDA: Awareness, Interest, Desire, Action.
To everyone's surprise, the study results, even after
double-checking, found AIDA obsolete. The current
four-step process,the data showed,was DREK:Differentiation, Relevance, Esteem, Knowledge.
In an age ofinformation overload, we all filter out much
of what comes our way. The first filter often is Differentiation—"Is this new and different, or can I ignore it?" If it
passes that test,information must make it through filters for
Relevance—"Does this matter to me or can I disregard
it?"—and Esteem—"Is this good,or can I dismissit?" Then,
and only then, are most people willing to pause to absorb
Knowledge—"OK,I'll listen; you've got 15 seconds."
Thus,in building national visibility and support among
those who do not know Rice, we must first get their
attention by demonstrating how Rice is differentfrom the
other 4,047 colleges and universities in America. Certainly the quality ofour faculty and students puts Rice at
the front ofthe pack. However,our real competitors,the
nation's most prestigious universities,also have outstanding faculty and students. What differentiates us from the
other leaders?
We in the Office of Public Affairs set about to examine
Rice and the private universities we compete with most—
both their reality and what each said about itself in news
releases, publications, and websites. We consulted Rice
faculty, staff, students, and alumni about what sets Rice
apart. When we had zeroed in on three areas ofdifference,
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Goal: $500 million
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we compared notes with the admission staffaboutwhattheysayto,and
hear from, prospective students
across the country.Happily,we each
found that we and the admission
staff were in precise agreement. The three mega-messages
we use to most differentiate Rice from other leading private
universities are:
• Price and Value. Rice uses its endowment to keep
tuition one-third lower than that charged at comparable
private universities, and almost four offive Rice students
receive financial aid. Combined with our high quality of
education, that makes Rice a leader on virtually every
"Best Value" list.
• Personal Teaching and Learning. Rice's size (2,700
undergraduates and 1,700 graduate students), student—
faculty ratio (fewer than six undergraduates for each
faculty member), and exceptionally high percentage of
classes taught by faculty (92.4%) rather than graduate
assistants gives students close interaction with scholars.
• College System/Community.Random assignment to
the colleges assures each a cross-section ofRice's diversity,
four-year affiliation promotes continuity of community,
and the associates program provides additional bonds with
faculty, alumni, and special friends of Rice.
What makes Rice special to you is undoubtedly a much
longer list. To those across the nation who give us 15
seconds to persuade them that Rice is a great national and
international university, though, these mega-messages
convey concise evidence that
Rice offers a special degree of
difference.

TERRY SHEPARD
VICE PRESIDENT FOR
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
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FAR BEYOND THE HEDGES
It may be trite, but Rice alumni continually prove the adage to be true: You can take the alum
out of Rice, but you can't take Rice out ofthe alum. Although understandable for those who
live in the Houston area, it is also true of alumni who have moved away—in many cases, fai:\,
beyond the famous campus hedges. Nearly 71 percent of alumni live outside of Houston.
Despite the distance, many remain among the most loyal supporters any university can hope
to have. They continue to give back to their alma mater both as volunteers and donors,keeping
the campaign's moiventum strong and fueling many ofits accomplishments. Their histories of
involvement are varied—studentinterviewers,committee members,regional event organizers,
boisterous fans at sporting events, donors of all amounts—but their incentives are similar: to
give support to the university that helped launch them into their futures. These alums,from
across the U.S. and abroad,explain why Rice remains so much a part oftheir lives, even from
a distance.

"We valued our Rice experience so
much that we're pleased to be able to
give back to help high-quality students."

"By creating a scholarship, I can help
students who are like myself. I also can
start out with a smaller amount now
and build the fund over time."
—MICHAEL KANE '84 AND CINDY
Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
ANNUAL FUND DONORS
CREATED THE MICHAEL AND CINDY KANE
SCHOLARSHIP IN ECONOMICS
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"I owe Rice a great debt,and I want to
see the university maintain its standard of excellence."
—DOYLE ARNOLD '70
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, AND ORINDA,
CALIFORNIA
RICE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATE, ANNUAL FUND
DONOR, TELEFUND VOLUNTEER, AND
ADMISSIONS INTERVIEWER FOR 15 YEARS
CONTRIBUTED TO THE WIESS COLLEGE
BUILDING FUND

—CINDY LINDSAY '74 AND STEVE SHEAFOR '72
BOULDER, COLORADO
ANNUAL FUND VOLUNTEERS AND RICE
UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATES
CINDY IS ON THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, AND
STEVE HAS SERVED ON THE RICE UNIVERSITY
FUND COUNCIL AND IS AN ADJUNCT PROFESSOR
OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CREATED THE SHEAFOR—LINDSAY INNOVATION
ENDOWMENT AND SHEAFOR—LINDSAY CHAIR IN
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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"I wanted to give back to the Jones
School and help minority students
while honoring my father."

Rice
across the
Country

—GREG BROUSSARD '01
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
ENDOWED THE JAMES C. BROUSSARD
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP IN BUSINESS

Rice alumni reside throughout the U.S. and abroad':

LOCATION AND % OF
ALUMNI

"Because my wife and I attended Rice tuition-free, we chose to
give back to the university what it gave to us years ago."
—Tom TAYLOR '53 AND JOAN '55
WIMBERLEY, TEXAS, AND PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
MEMBERS OF THE CAPTAIN JAMES A. BAKER SOCIETY, RICE UNIVERSITY
ASSOCIATES, AND CONSISTENT ANNUAL FUND DONORS
CONTRIBUTED TO THE CLASS OF 1953 GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY SCHOLARSHIP,
AND TOM SERVED ON THE VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE

29.2
Houston
16.9
Rest of Texas
New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut area
4.1
California
7.7
Rest of U.S.
39.0
Outside of U.S.
3.1

"I know how difficult it can be to combine athletics
and academics, and Rice stresses the concept of the
'student-athlete.' They expect the best on the field
and in the classroom."
—COURTNEY HALL'90 AND SALLY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
RICE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATES AND ANNUAL FUND DONORS
BEGAN THE COURTNEY HALL ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Over 51 percent of alumni
have made donations to the
Rice: The Next Century
Campaign. Their gifts exceed
129 million, representing
nearly 31 percent of campaign
donations received between
July 1, 1997, and August 31,

2002.
'Based on approximately 42,000
living alumni

Sources of Support
for Rice: The Next
Century Campaign
"Rice is the kind ofuniversity that attracts
students who will impact our society. I
enjoy being part of that and want to see
the mission of Rice continued."

13.9%
Corporations
24.4%

— LYNN LAVERTY ELSENHANS '78 AND JOHN '84
LONDON, ENGLAND
RICE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATES AND ANNUAL FUND
DONORS
LYNN IS FORMER CHAIR OF THE ANNUAL FUND,
FORMER CLASS CHAIR, REUNION TELEFUND
VOLUNTEER, AND IS ON THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

Foundations

RECENTLY ENDOWED THE LYNN LAVERTY
ELSENHANS SCHOLARSHIP IN MATHEMATICAL
SCIENCES

30%Other

31.7%
Alumni

Individuals
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Getting the Job Done:
Going the Distance
"Every time my husband and I
visit Houston, we ask,'Should we
come back here? Should we retire
here so we can go to events?"
Most people may not create their
retirement plans around Rice
alumni events, but would you expect anything less from the president of the Association of Rice
Alumni?
Then again, maybe it's fate that
keeps bringing Vicki Bretthauer
'79 and her husband Neil back to
Rice. When she was a high school
senior in Illinois, Vicki planned to
study engineering at Purdue University."Then my English teacher
caught me in the hall and asked,
'What if you don't stay in engineering? What are you going to
do? Haven't you looked anyplace
else?'I said,'Well... MIT,'and he
shook his head." But Vicki had
also heard about "this little school
in Texas called Rice,"and both her
teacher and guidance counselor
encouraged her to visit. "I left
Chicago in a snow storm and arrived in Houston in 82-degree
weather," Vicki says."I jumped in
a cab,and when we got to campus,
the driver chose an entrance because I didn't know where to go. I
got out of the cab, and someone
asked,'Are you Vicki?"That voice
belonged to Don Macune'78 who
was waiting to take her to the
residential college where she would
be living."Now,what are the odds
ofthat happening? The things that
work out are amazing!"
Although engineering did not
remain Vicki's focus for long—she
switched to managerial studies after two years—the Rice college
system did."My college was like a
family. It was absolutely wonderful. At Rice, I found out about
other parts oflife,and that's what's

most important."
So maybe it's Vicki's extended
family that keeps bringing her back.
Whether in California, Nevada,
Colorado, Florida, or Illinois—
where Vicki and Neil currently
make their home—she enjoys volunteering and staying connected
to her alma mater. "I do a lot for
alumni and admissions because I
want to be sure that students who
will be a good fit at Rice get into
Rice," Vicki says. "I want them to
have the type of experience I had.
I've also been very active in Chicago where many alumni come for
graduate school. You want people
to stay involved with Rice,and it's
difficult for them when they're in
grad school. You want to be sure
that you plan events that are affordable,enjoyable,and even educational. It's really fun to get parents of current students to attend
our events. When they hear how
enthusiastically we talk about the
university, they feel so much better."
Vicki and other regionally based
volunteers work to ensure that
there's a wide range of activities
planned to keep alumni involved,
despite the distance from Rice.
She even organized an event to
rally Chicago-area Rice, University of Texas, and Texas A&M
alumni. "We actually had more
alums come than either ofthe other
two schools!"Then there are those
specialindividuals who make events
worthwhile. "Rachel Stevenson
from the class of 1928 used to
come," Vicki says."She was working well into her late 80s. You
don't often get to meet people like
that. She was an inspiration to the
whole Chicago group."
Vicki's ability to take Rice with
her wherever she goes means that

"At Rice,
I found out
about other
parts of life."

VICKI BRETTHAUER
YEAR: 1979
COLLEGE: Jones
MAJOR: managerial studies
UNDERGRADUATE ACTIVITIES:
president, Jones College
student representative, committee to select social sciences dean
tutor, athletic department
adviser, freshman orientation
athlete, intramural sports
VOLUNTEER COMMITMENTS:
president, Association of Rice
Alumni
interviewerandchair,undergraduate admissions
solicitor, reunion class giving

she can retire wherever she likes.
No matter where she is, however,
she remains one of Rice's most
active and loyal alums and volunteers.
-ADRIENNE MATTEA

To learn the many ways you can
volunteer, go to http://alumni.
rice.edu/ and click "Get Involved."
Or you may call the Office of Alumni
Affairs at 713-348-4057 or e-mail
alumni@rice.edu.

For more about the campaign, go to http://www.rice.edu and click Rice: The Next Century Campaign,
or call Resource Development at 713-348-4600.
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RICE GALLERY WINTER EXHIBITIONS

all that
all that, the 39th Rice Student Art Exhibition, introduced the public and the Rice community to the work
of 25 seniors graduating in studio art. The exhibition
presented workin a variety ofmedia,including painting,
sculpture,installation,printmaking,fashion design,photography,film, and video. The festive opening celebration at Rice Gallery featured performances by Rice
Dance Theatre and Rice Players, treating viewers to a
wide range ofRice students' most creative offerings.
Working with guest curator and artist
Patricia Hernandez'89,the studentsin
all that selected works that best represented their artistic achievement and
creative expression at Rice."I was genuinely thrilled when asked to curate this
year's student exhibition," said
Hernandez. "I had a chance to revisit
my own experience as a developing
artist at Rice and also to meet with a
very talented group of young people
whose works reflect an ambitious artistic energy." Many of the works in the
exhibition werefor sale,and Hernandez
recalled that the first sale of her own

work occurred during her participation in the student show 13 years ago.
The title ofthe exhibition, all that,
captured the diversity of approaches
students took in their work.As a street
expression meaning "in possession of
all good qualities," it also conveyed
the sense of adventure and positive
energy that accompanied this transitional moment in these young artists'
careers and the divergent paths that
await them as new graduates.
When the students were asked to
contribute brief artist's statements to
offer context for their work, many

commented on the joy they took in
the creative process and on their desire
to make art that was fresh and original.
Matt Connolly '02, who showed a
video, wrote,"Art doesn't have to be
boring.Art is anything that can inspire
emotion—laughter and happiness are
acceptable. And if it also happens to
rock your socks off? Bonus."
Lauren Bartel '02, who showed a
series of photogravures, wrote, "Art
has always meant to me...experiment
and pleasure. Because the process of
art is so perpetual and captivating, it
will never become tedious."
The showcase of Rice student art
continued at two additional locations
on campus. At the Rice Media Center,
works selected bystudio artfacultyfrom
undergraduate coursesin photography,
film, sculpture, and printmaking were
on display. In the art studios ofSewall
Hall,students staged a salon des refuses
of works in painting and drawing. Together, all of these sites presented a
comprehensive and exciting survey of
student artwork at Rice.
-MARIA STALFORD
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A Taste of Colombia
Adriana Arenas Ilian's The Precious Stone and Gold
Factory infused Rice Gallery with a seemingly tropical
environment in which all was not as it first appeared.
As a Colombian artistliving in New York, Arenas Than
played with stereotypes and assumptions that sometimes confront Latin American artists in the international art world.
Visitors were lured into the gallery by
the soundtrack ofthe exhibition,which
was an example of vallenato, a lively
and passionate form of music that
hails from Colombia's northeast
coastal region. Immediately on entering the gallery, the viewer encountered a large thatched hut that suffused the entire gallery with the aroma
of palm fronds. Fitted with a moving
disco light and a karaoke-style mothtor that displayed the lyrics of the
soundtrack, the hut seemed to evoke
the ambiance ofa coastal Colombian
nightspot. For Arenas Ilian, however,
the disco environment was like any to
be found and imitated throughout
the world—as a favorite example,she
cited a Bulgarian bar in New York
with a similar beach-party aesthetic!
Moreover,the palm fronds werefound
locally in Houston, rather than imported from a tropical paradise.
Beyond the hut, a lovely sunrise
image was continuously projected
onto the rear gallery wall. In this as
well,appearances were deceiving.The
image changed so gradually that it
appeared to be a photograph,and it
was only when the digitally created,
oversized glare effects began to glide
across the image that the viewer
would sense it was actually a video.
While viewers might assume from
the rose and orange ofthe image that
the sunset was shot on a tropical
beach, it was in fact taped in an
upscale New England neighborhood.
This was another instance of Arenas
Ilian's interest in "things that look
like they belong to one culture, but
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. . . are really very globalized." Inset
into the sunrise image, a small LCD
monitor displayed a war-game-like
video that the artist created in a playful
evocation of the violence of her country, providing a striking
counterpoint to the tranquil sunrise.
In the rear corner, a
shimmering silver Mylar
curtain enclosed a bank
offour small LCD monitors that displayed animated video images digitally manipulated by the
artist. The mesmerizing
images ofa midnight sky
punctuated by artificial,
digitally created stars and

of fruits and flowers spinning into
unrecognizable swirls evoked a
fantastical myth that Arenas Ilian invented to underlie the installation. In
the myth,the main character devises a
machine to transform the beauty of
natural,living things into the material
wealth of precious stones and gold.
For Arenas Ilian, all of the
installation's components functioned
together as a kind of metaphorical
factory that enticed the viewer into
contemplation oflove and its cliches.
Arenas Ilian was born in Pereira, Colombia,and educated in Bogota,London,and New York. Accordingly, The
Precious Stone and Gold Factory, like
many of her other works, was tinged
with nostalgia and a fascination with
the difficulties of cultural translation.
-MARIA STALFORD

A R T

Hitting the
High Notes
When mezzo-soprano Andrea
Jaber, 48, crossed the stage on
Commencement Day, May 11,
2002, she marked a milestone
not only for herself but also for
the Shepherd School of Music,
and in particular, her voice professor, Joyce Farwell. She is the
first vocalist to receive a doctor of
musical arts (D.M.A.) at Rice.
Jaber confesses that a doctoral
degree was the last thing on her
mind when she took a temporary
vocal coaching position at the
Shepherd School in 1997. Besides,25 years had already passed
since she completed her master's
degree at Arkansas State University, and she had a family ofthree
to raise as well. But her entrance
into the D.M.A. program was by
personal invitation from Farwell,
who had been largely responsible for drawing up the doctoral
requirements. It was an offer that
Jaber could not refuse, saying
she had always wanted to study
with Farwell.
"It is exciting to be the first to
receive the D.M.A. in voice,"
Jaber says, "but I'm too old to
make Joyce famous." Farwell is
nonetheless "very proud" of her
student's achievements, considering that Jaber had to fit academic pursuits into an already
demanding schedule.
Jaber is married to Shepherd
School associate professor Thomas Taber, who is a vocal coach
and director ofchoral ensembles.
Their oldest son, Benjamin, is a
sophomore horn major at the
Shepherd School.
—TEE-YIN6 KOH

Stratford on the Bayou
The stage atHamman Hall may have been spartan,butonce
the Actors From The London Stage took the floor, there
was no need for elaborate costumes or sets. Masterful acting
combined with the potentimagery ofShakespeare's Macbeth
proved that any additional stage accessory probably would
have been more a distraction than an enhancement.
The reason for the simple sets and neutral
costuming,explains associate director Bruce
Alexander, was to allow audiences the opportunity to exercise imagination and not
be confined to a designer-led perspective of
the play. As Homer Swander, founder of
the Actors From The London Stage, puts
it, "We believe in play, in the power of
Shakespeare's words in performance, and
in the rich possibilities created by the imaginations of the participating audience."
The five-actor team drew packed houses
April 5-7, performing in an area of about
20 square feet, the rear border delineated
by 10 chairs. Slim in number but not in
craftsmanship and experience, they presented the full script ofMacbeth,except for
three lines that are not attributed to
Shakespeare.
Performing the play,however,was notthe
only reason for the actors' visit to Rice. On
campus from April 1,Bruce Alexander,Jane
Arden,Tony Bell,Sam Dastor,and Charmian
Gradwell also were involvedin the classroom,
teaching English and theatre classes at Rice
and at the University of Houston.
Alexander, who played the role of
Macbeth,says the actors endeavor to show
students how the words on the page are
transformed into a play for the stage. After
all, Shakespeare's plays weren't conceived
as mere literary texts but were intended to
be staged events. The actors also provided
insight into the unique problem-solving
challenges presented by such a production.
The group's visit to Rice was part of a
seven-week touring schedule and wassponsored by the School ofHumanities and coproduced by the English department,Theatre Program, and the Rice Players in
association with the University of Notre
Dame,the company's U.S. base.

Each falland springsemester,Actors From
The London Stage selects five actors from
organizations such as the RoyalShakespeare
Company, the Royal National Theatre of
Great Britain, and the BBC Shakespeare
Series to tour American college and university campuses. The organization was conceived in 1975 by University ofCalifornia at
Santa Barbara professor Homer Swander,
who had been taking students on theatre
tours to England since 1967.
Swander frequently went backstage after
a performance to ask actors to come and
address his class the following day. Few
teachers had issued such invitations, and
Swander found that the actors, given their
experience and expertise, were unusually
articulate about their work. In the 1970s,
when the Royal Shakespeare Company
toured the U.S., Swander made arrangements for five ofthe actors to visit the Santa
Barbara campus for two weeks. These early
meetings between acting professionals and
theatre studentssoon evolved into an elaborate annual educational endeavor.
Mark Ramont, director of theatre at
Rice, says he hopes to make the Actors
From The London Stage an annual event at
Rice. Jane Arden,who has toured the U.S.
five times as a member of the London
Stage,said this particular tour has been the
most successful in her experience, and she
hopes to return. Alexander, who has been
on tour three times, described this as the
"best trip," adding that he would also
welcome a return visit. For the other three
members of the cast—Bell, Dastor, and
Gradwell—this U.S. tour was their first
with the London Stage.
—TEE-Y1Ho KOH
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Shepherd Outreach
Viola in one hand and bow in the other, Joanne
Wojtowiczleans slightly out ofher chair and asks,"Do
you know what the most dangerous job in the world
is?" Curious and wide-eyed,42 Kennedy Elementary
first-graders turn their heads toward her. "Being a
composer," she continues, now that she has arrested
their attention. "Beethoven went deaf, Schumann
went mad, and Bach, he had 20 children."
The children don't seem particularly
perturbed or impressed, but they are
certainly more interested. The next
step is to provide them with some
ideas of what to listen for, such as
"chase scenes"and "swing sets."Then,
Wojtowicz and four other Shepherd
School students—Hermine Gagne
(first violin), Yen-ping Lai (second
violin),Marilyn DeOliveira(cello),and
Pi-ju Chiang (piano)—perform the
third movement ofSchumann's Piano
Quintet in E-flat Major. Not only do
these children hear a first-rate performance, they also discover in the process that music ofthis kind can trigger
the imagination, create pictures, and
tell a story.
Kennedy Elementary, a school in
the Houston IndependentSchool District, is clearly in favor ofencouraging
music appreciation among its students.
Ted Russell, manager ofthe Community-in-Schools Project, organizes
these special events to expose the children to the arts. These 42first-graders
weren't the only ones who showed up
for a concert—a second group of 34
first- and second-graders arrived later
for the following half-hour session.
Andrea Deese,a special education aide
who brought three of her charges,
says, "Young students need every
chance to be exposed to the arts."
Janet Rarick, an artist teacher in
wind ensembles, is one of the Shepherd Schoolfaculty members who help
oversee this outreach program. She
explains that the program grew out of
a discussion by the wind chamber ensemble in fall 1998. Several students
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JOANNE WOJTOWICZ AND A STUDENT FROM
KENNEDY ELEMENTARY

suggested using outreach as a way to
increase performance opportunities
and potentially increase audience size
at regularly scheduled wind chamber
music concerts. Leone Buyse, professor offlute and chamber music,subsequently created an independent study
program for students who wished to
connect with the Houston community by coordinating outreach concerts. Her husband,Michael Webster,
an associate professor of clarinet and
ensembles, also plays an active role in
overseeing and encouraging outreach
participation.
The first student coordinator was
flutist Caen Thomason-Redus '99,
who organized visits by student chamber groups to Kennedy and Whidby
Elementary Schools in 1999. He also
obtained a grantfrom Leadership Rice
to cover transportation costs. His wife,
Kristi Crago '99, also was involved in
the first outreach concerts. Caen and
Kristi now work for the Evansville
Philharmonic in Indiana—he as or-

chestra personnel manager and regular substitute piccoloist, and she as
principal homist. Both are involved in
educational activities throughout the
Evansville region.
The same day that Joanne and her
colleagues were at Kennedy,five other
Shepherd School musicians were performing at Lamar High School. Joel
Luks(flute),Katherine Young(oboe),
Elizandro Garcia-Montoya (clarinet),
Brooke Bartels (bassoon), and Dave
Brimhall (horn) played two quintets
by Klughart and Harbison for an audience of high schoolers.
"This program is a very good chance
for performers like myself to play in a
friendly, low-pressure environment,"
says Katie Schott,a flutist and secondyear graduate student who shares program coordinating duties with Joanne.
"Kids are very curious about the music. It's fun to hear their questions and
comments about the music, and it's
nice to know that you may have
changed that child's life by performing for them. It has definitely affected
my life as a student. The program
makes you get up and talk about your
instruments and your piece of music,
which some students feel uncomfortable doing, yet it is a necessary skill to
have in any field."
Shepherd School chamber music
students now perform at least four
outreach concerts each year. Audiences,ranging in size from 15 to 250
people, have included senior citizens
from Sheltering Arms as well as students from elementary, middle, and
high schools in Houston, Alief, and
Pasadena.
Rarick observes that a major benefit
ofthe program is the great satisfaction
that comes from reaching out to others."We have found that our concerts
are a great way to get children exposed
to a college campus at an early age.
Who knows what dreams may come
from these experiences? Ifeven one or
two children can be inspired to go to
college, it will be worth it."
-TSE-YING KOH
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THE

BOOKSHELF

Foundations of Higher Learning
The sight of Rice's first building standing alone on a
muddy Texas prairie in 1912 prompted Rice faculty
member Julian Huxley to comment,"The building
before us...seemed as new and real as a new species
of Bird-of-Paradise. . . . Here it stood, brilliant,
astounding, enduring." Huxley had seen the great
architecture of Europe,so his opinion ofthe Administration Building, now known as Lovett Hall,
was solidly grounded.
By 1920, Rice University consisted offewer
than 10 structures, but its architecture had
already exerted a major influence on the development of Houston at a time when the
city was little more than an adolescent town
struggling to become a world-class metropolis. Today, Rice is an outstanding
architectural gem of the nation's fourthlargest city. The evolution ofthe campus
has been treated in several books, but
never so thoroughly as in Rice University: An Architectural Tour(Princeton
Architectural Press, 2001) by noted
Texas architectural historian Stephen
Fox '73, with photographs by Paul
Hester and a foreword by Rice architecture dean Lars Lerup.
"The architecture of Rice University represents an extraordinary assertion ofwill,"
Fox writes in his introduction. "It was designed to
represent the identity of a cultural institution that,
because it was newly created, had no identity, and to
situate this institution in a historical tradition ofhigh
culture that was largely invented. Architect Ralph
Adams Cram and first president Edgar Odell Lovett
'socially constructed' an identity for this new university by using space to shape consensus on what was
distinctive about Rice as a community of learning,

Booknotes
Clayton's Galveston: The Architecture ofNicholasJ. Clayton and His
Contemporaries,by Drexel Turner
'69 and Barrie Scardino (Texas
A&M University Press, 2000).
Evidence-Based Pediatrics and
Child Health,edited by Virginia A.
Moyer'74,associate professor,Uni-

scholarship, and culture." The introductory chapter
goes on to give a brief but thorough chronicle of Rice
and its physical growth from Ralph Adams Cram's
General Plan of1910,through Cesar Pelli's Master Plan
of1983,to well into the beginning ofthe building boom
that is now taking place.
The book is arranged as a series ofeight walking tours.
Each tour description begins with a three-dimensional
overview map ofthat area ofthe campus and then
goes into detail about the spaces and
buildings there. Fox's text and
Hester's photos stress the underlying continuity of the campus,
both structural and visual, while
not overlooking—or remaining uncritical of—the occasional departures
from Cram's General Plan, such as
the science buildings constructed in
1960s. Along the way, Fox revels in
the details but also reveals why Cram's
buildings and spaces have had such a
powerful effect on the imaginations of
the generations of students and faculty
who have called Rice home. Despite the
way Cram's original plan has been expanded and revised into several series and
groupings of courts, the campus continues
to be intensely evocative of learning and
scholarship—as visitors often comment, the
Rice campus is how a university should look.
This may well be the definitive book on the Rice
campus and architecture, at least until the current phase
ofconstruction is completed a few years from now. We
can only hope that Fox will then revise this excellent
volume to take in the new additions.

versity of Texas Medical School;
Elizabeth Elliott; and Robert L.
Davis(BMJ Books,2000).
LanguagesAcrossthe Curriculum:
Interdisciplinary Structures and
Internationalized Education,edited by Maria-Regina Kecht, associate professor of German and
director of the Center for the
Study ofLanguages at Rice(Ohio

—CHRISTOPHER Dow

State University Foreign Language, 2000).
The West Transformed:A History
of Western Civilization(two volumes), by Gale Stokes, dean of
the School ofHumanities at Rice;
J. Sears McGee'64;and C. Warren Hollister (Harcourt College
Publishers, 2000).
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The Road Less Traveled
In Ruth Knafo Setton's novel The Road to Fez(Perseus Books,2001),18-year-old Brit Suleika Lek goes
on a journey, both literally and figuratively, to search
for herself—her past and her future. In this sense,
Setton's heroine traverses the familiar path of the
bildungsroman—and in so doing, she follows the
tradition ofHuck Finn in his travels down the Mississippi and Pip in his quest to become a gentleman in
GreatExpectations. However,ifat its root the "novel
of development" is about an individual's growth
within the context of a defined social order, Setton's
novel both fits the definition and casts offits limitations. While Brit does conduct her search for self
within a defined social construct, she also questions
and transcends its boundaries.

Brit's search—which takes her from
the U.S. back to her birthplace of
Morocco—expands the scope of the
traditional coming-of-age novel, giving readers a young female character
who must negotiate her path through
both Western and Arabic rules ofsociety. In her quest for love and a sense of
freedom from the mores that contain
and define her, young Brit both embodies and redefines what it means to
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be a woman oftwo disparate cultures.
Not only is Brit a young person searching for self within two cultures, but as
her father warns her,"Remember,you
have two things working against you:
You are a Jew and a woman." These
distinctions add another dimension to
her sense of isolation from the maledominated Christian and Muslim societies she belongs to.
Like Brit,Setton has her early roots
in Morocco, and she was raised and
educated in America;she received her
Ph.D.from Rice in 1981. In an interview,she describes growing up feeling
a part of and apart from two cultures:
"Arabic and French [were] the first
languages I heard, my mother's tales
of growing up in a small town on the
North African coast my bedtime stories. I lived in a Morocco of memory,
image,dream, and longing—the land
all exiles and immigrants inhabit. ...I
am definitely American . . . but my
nights—where inspiration takes root—
my nights are Morocco." This sense of
being connected to several cultures
while simultaneously feeling exiled
from them, along with the desire to
move beyond the constraints ofthose
cultures in order to be free to be one's
whole self,is a theme that surely flows
from Setton's own life to that of her

first novel's heroine.
Setton has said that she wanted to
write a work that came from a place of
desire, "that is the road to the heart
awakening."With the story ofBrit and
Brit's uncle, Gaby, she does just that.
Brit returns to Morocco to fulfill her
recently deceased mother's desire that
she travel to Fez and the grave of
Suleika,a historical figure from whom
comes Brit's middle name. Suleika's
life story is woven into Setton's fictional tale, thereby blurring the lines
between fact and fiction. A 19th-century Jewish martyr revered by both
Arabs and Jews, Suleika fell in love
with an Arab man,converted to Islam,
and then was killed for returning to
her Jewish faith. Like Suleika, Brit
follows a desire that forces her to cross
boundaries and break taboos, as she
falls in love with her mother's brother.
And Gaby himself is a man whose
artistic desires drive him to a cultural
border; he is a Jew who makes pottery
among Arabs who consider him an
enemy.
Beyond the surface of Setton's unconventional coming-of-age love story
is a powerful novel about the search
for freedom. Even in looking for her
history by returning to her birthplace,
Brit feels constricted by the
"strangehold of memory" and describes herself as feeling "numb, as if
I'm doing what was written for me
centuries ago. Walking through the
seething medina at this exact instant..
.. Even loving Gaby. I have never felt
less free." Although Brit's taboo love
for Gaby reflects her desire to pursue
"a love without limits," she also loves
him because of the image of her
mother—her own history—that she
sees in him. And perhaps most of all,
she and Gaby are linked through their
shared desire forfreedom from boundaries and definition.
Though history and tradition have
much to teach young Brit, she finds
that through her struggle to escape
the confines of the past and the constraints of expectations she can make
her way to the ultimate goal of selfdiscovery. As The Road to Fez goes
down a road less traveled,the reader is
taken on a journey rich with cultural
and emotional complexity.
-M. YVONNE TAYLOR

WHO ' S

CHANGING OF THE GUARD

Seven distinguished individuals from Singapore to Wall
Street have been named to the Rice University Board of
Trustees, as five current members, ranging from the
61st U.S. secretary of state to the owner of the 32nd
National Football League team, wrapped up their
terms June 30. The new members are Alfredo Brener,
Robert T. Brockman, Bruce W. Dunlevie, Lynn
Laverty Elsenhans, Karen °strum George, Marc
Shapiro,and L. E. Simmons. The five retiring board
members are James A. Baker, III; Raymond D.
Brochstein; Lee Hage Jamail; Robert C. McNair;
and Harry M. Reasoner.
FORMER BOARD MEMBER DIES

Rice University alumnus and former board member
George R. Miner Jr. died February 28 at M.D.
Anderson Hospital from complications of cancer. He
was 75 years old. Miner, who graduated from Rice in
1950 with a degree in engineering, was a generous
supporter of the university, where he served on the
board ofgovernors from 1985 to 1987 and from 1991
to 1995. He is survived by his wife, Elaine;six children;
and 12 grandchildren.
GILLIS NAMED TO GOVERNOR'S TASK
FORCE

Rice president Malcolm Gillis recently was appointed
to the Governor's Task Force for Economic Growth.
The task force was formed by Gov. Rick Perry to
advise him on ways to ensure long-term economic
growth in Texas.
The group will develop recommendations to actively recruit businesses to the state, foster and promote free competitive enterprise, avoid or mitigate
economic fluctuations, and maintain employment,
production, and purchasing. Task force members
also will propose methods to assist the governor in
responding to fluctuations and cycles within the state
economy and to enhance the ability ofthe executive
branch to respond to economic downturns.
Members were chosen for their expertise in business as well as their leadership in their respective
communities.In addition to Gillis,Perry named Rice
alumnus Hector de J. Ruiz '72, president and chief
operating officer ofAdvanced Micro Devices, to the
29-member team.

WHO

cently received recognition from two major engineering groups for his creation,the Arecibo radiotelescope.
In a ceremony in November 2001, the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers gave the telescope
its Milestone award and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers gave it the Landmark award. Only
five projects have jointly received both awards.
According to Rice professor ofphysics and astronomy
Paul Cloutier, "the telescope is simultaneously the
most powerful radar and most sensitive receiver we
have. Arecibo put us in touch with the rest of the
galaxy. Bill Gordon basically invented the first longdistance telephone where E.T. could phone home."
TWO PROFESSORS NAMED TO TOP
ACADEMIC RANK

Two of Rice's most distinguished faculty members,
Ken Kennedy and Richard Smalley,have been named
to the position ofuniversity professor,the institution's
highest academic title.
Kennedy and Smalley join Neal Lane as the only
members of Rice's faculty ever to hold the title of
university professor, an appointment that entitles the
holder to teach in any department in the university.
Lane received his appointment as university professor
in 2000 when he returned to Rice after serving first as
the director of the National Science Foundation and
later as President Clinton's chief science and technology adviser.
"The title 'university professor' is one ofthe highest
honors available in the American universities having
such a rank," said President Malcolm Gillis. "At Rice,

PROFESSOR EMERITUS HONORED FOR
INVENTION

Distinguished professor emeritus Bill Gordon re-

KEN KENNEDY
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Kavraki was named as one of the 100 top "brilliant
young innovators" under 35 years old. According to
the magazine, the innovations ofthose in the top 100
"will have a deep impact on how we live, work, and
think in the century to come."
CHEMIST EARNS AWARD FOR PIONEERING
EFFORTS

Rice University chemist John Margrave has been
recognized for his extraordinary achievements in the
field ofchemistry with a Chemical Pioneer Award from
the American Institute of Chemists(AIC). AIC's mission is to advance the chemical sciences by establishing
high professional standards of practice and to emphasize the professional, ethical, economic, and social
status of its members for the benefit of society as a
whole.
Margrave,the E.D. Butcher Professor ofChemistry,
was being honored for his groundbreaking work in the
field offluorine chemistry and for his work with hightemperature liquid metals. He is one of three noted
academics honored with an AIC Chemical Pioneer
Award this year.
RICHARD SMALLEY

PROFESSOR'S ESSAY INCLUDED IN ALLEY
THEATRE PROGRAM

the Board ofTrustees awards the title only after receiving strong endorsements from the president, the provost, and the deans. The addition this year of Rick
Smalley and Ken Kennedy constitutes further evidence
of their long-standing and fundamental contributions
to their disciplines and to Rice University."
EMERITI

Ten Rice faculty members whose cumulative time with
the university totals more than 160 years are joining the
ranks ofprofessors emeriti: John Ambler,professor of
political science; William Camfield, the Joseph and
Joanna Nazro Mullen Professor of Art History; John
Dennis, the Noah Harding Professor of Computational and Applied Mathematics;Frank Fisher,professor ofbiology;Alan Grob,professor ofEnglish;Robert Jump, professor of electrical and computer
engineering and of computer science; Kenneth
Laughery,the Herbert S. Autrey Professor ofPsychology;David Minter,the Bruce and Elizabeth Dunlevie
Professor of English; Gordon Smith, professor of
economics; and Richard Wolf, professor of physics
and astronomy.
RICE PROFESSOR NAMED 'BRILLIANT
YOUNG INNOVATOR'

In the June 2002 issue of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's magazine Technology Review, associate
professor ofcomputer science and bioengineering Lydia
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"Gifts from My Father," an essay by Rice's William
Martin, was among the literary works read by actors
during the Alley Theatre's Texas Bound program in
June.
Martin,the Harry and Hazel Chavanne Professor of
Religion and Public Policy in the Department ofSociology and a senior scholar at the James A. Baker III
Institute for Public Policy, wrote the essay in 1978
while spending time with his father, who was dying.
MEADE NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUM IN
ACADEMIA

Andrew Meade, associate professor of mechanical
engineering and materials science, received the 2002
Outstanding Alumni in Academia Award this year from
the National Consortium for Graduate Degrees for
Minorities in Engineering and Science Inc. (GEM).
Meade and other GEM award winners were honored at
a banquet at the GEM annual conference in Chicago.
Meade said winning the GEM award is special because the organization played a critical role in his
education."They were instrumental in my getting into
graduate school," said Meade,who earned his master's
at the University of California at Berkeley while on a
GEM fellowship. Meade completed his undergraduate
work at Rice in 1982. He joined the Rice faculty in
1989.

MATHEMATICIAN INDUCTED INTO TEXAS
SCIENCE HALL OF FAME

Richard Tapia,the Noah Harding Professor ofComputational and Applied Mathematics,was chosen to be
inducted into the Texas Science Hall of Fame for his
many contributions to mathematics and education,
including the nationally recognized program he established to produce more women and underrepresented
minority Ph.D.'s in mathematics. Thirty-one mathematics students have received Ph.D. degrees under
Tapia's direct supervision.
Tapia and 10 other Texans,including astronaut Mae
Jemison and Nobellaureates Hans Deisenhofer,Michael
Brown, and Joseph Goldstein, were inducted at a
ceremony in January in San Antonio.
VARDI BECOMES RICE'S 12TH NAE
MEMBER

Rice computer science professor Moshe Vardi has
been elected to the National Academy of Engineering
(NAE)for his contributions to the formal verification
of hardware and software correctness.
Vardi, the Karen Ostrum George Professor of Computational Engineering and chair of Rice's computer
science department, is among 74 engineers elected to
NAE membership this year. Election to the NAE is
among the highest professional distinctions accorded an
engineer. Academy membership honors those who have
made important contributions to engineering theory
and practice and those who have demonstrated unusual
accomplishments in the pioneering ofnew and developing fields oftechnology. Vardi becomes the 12th NAE
member on Rice's engineering faculty.

VETERAN RICE ACTOR, SENIOR
LECTURER OF GERMAN MAKES IT BIG

extension ofteaching German," he said. "It was a really
good working relationship."
AMBORSKI NAMED MANAGER OF
COHEN
HOUSE

As a Rice undergraduate, Julia Amborski used to joke
that she majored more in the Cohen House than in her
declared fields of psychology and sociology. The 1991
graduate spent four ofher five years on campus waiting
tables at the dining club and during that time found her
true calling. Today she no longer is taking orders at
Cohen House; she is giving them. She was named
manager of the club in January.
Amborski looks forward to a fruitful future here and
is cooking up plenty of ideas for Cohen House.
NEW HUMAN RESOURCE

Elaine Britt, who oversees benefits offered to Rice
employees,wants to emphasize the"human"in human
resources. Since starting her job as an assistant director
for human resources at Rice in November,Britt has had
a lot to deal with—a new tax law that impacts the
university's retirement program and the open-enrollment period for health benefits, for example.
But one aspect ofher job has taken priority: customer
service. "Most of the focus since I started has been on
creating more of an atmosphere of customer service,"
Britt said. "I want people to know that they can come
into the human resources office when they need to talk
about their benefits, whether it be resolving a health
insurance claim or discussing their retirement plan."
Britt brings to Rice a strong background in working
with organizations to develop and implement healthcare
and other benefit programs,automate benefit systems,
and understand the healthcare market. She has been
part ofteams at MethodistCare,Watson Wyatt Worldwide, and Synhrgy HR Technologies.

Wearing a black wig with a few streaks of gray, a trim
moustache, and a double-breasted suit, Rick Spuler
was hardly recognizable in his debut with the Houston
Grand Opera(HGO).
A veteran actor of dozens of Rice plays and a senior
lecturer in the German and Slavic studies department,
Spuler took on the challenge ofacting in his first opera,
a 20th-century adaptation of Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart's The Abductionfrom the Seraglio, last spring.
He played the lead character of Pasha Selim, a highranking military official from Turkey who falls in love
with Konstanze, a beautiful Spanish maiden.
In addition to all the routine activities ofthe theater,
Spuler also worked with the rest of the cast on their
diction,teaching them how to speak their dialogue with
the appropriate pronunciation and inflection. Spuler
said he enjoyed having the dual roles and being able to
work with the cast on different levels. "It's a natural

MOSHE VARDI WITH STUDENTS
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Facul Awards and Honors
Professor of political science John
Ambler is the recipient ofthe George
R.Brown Prize for Excellence in Teaching. The recipient is selected based on
the votes of alumni who graduated
two and five years prior to the year in
which the award is given.
According to Ambler, the $6,500
prize couldn't have come at a better
time. "I'm retiring at the end of fall
semester, so this was my last possible
chance to win," said Ambler. It is not
Ambler'sfirst time to receive this honor,
however,which is the most prestigious
teaching award at Rice. He won it in
1994, too. Alumni also have chosen
Amblerfor the George R.Brown Award
for Superior Teaching four times.
Each year alumni who graduated
two and five years earlier have the

JENNIFER WEST

opportunity to recognize faculty with
the George R. Brown Awards for Superior Teaching. The $2,000 prizes
were awarded to Steven Cox,professor ofcomputational and applied mathematics, who has received the award
three times; Chandler Davidson,the
Radoslav Tsanoff Professor of Public
Affairs and professor ofsociology and
political science, who is a four-time
recipient ofthe award; English professor Terrence Doody, who has previously received the award five times;
first-time award winner Michael
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Gustin,an associate professor of biochemistry and cell biology; Radoslav
TsanoffAssistant Professor ofPsychology Mikki Hebl, who has previously
won both the Phi Beta Kappa Award
and the Nicholas Salgo Distinguished
Teaching Award;and John Zammito,
the John Antony Weir Professor of
History and professor of German and
Slavic studies, who previously has received the George R. Brown Prize for
Excellence in Teaching and the Salgo
Award.
Two Rice faculty members have been
recognized for their commitment to
graduate student education through
the Graduate Student Association's
Faculty Teaching/Mentoring Award:
Yildiz Bayazitoglu, the Harry S.
Cameron Professor of Mechanical
Engineering,and John Biln,associate
professor ofarchitecture. The award is
funded through the Office ofthe President and includes a $1,500 prize.
Nia Georges,associate professor of
anthropology, is this year's recipient
of the Nicholas Salgo Distinguished
Teaching Award. The Salgo Award is
based on votes by current juniors and
seniors.
Joe Hughes, professor of civil and
environmental engineering, will celebrate his 10th anniversary at Rice this
August. For his outstanding performance in both scholarship and teaching, Hughes is the recipient of this
year's $5,000 Charles W. Duncan
Award for Outstanding Academic
Achievement.
During his 32 years at Rice, professor of English Dennis Huston has
earned many accolades for his teaching.This year he adds one more to this
growing list: a Piper Professor Award
for Outstanding Achievement in
Teaching from the Minnie Stevens
Piper Foundation. The Piper Foundation awards 15 $5,000 awards each
year to professors at Texas colleges
and universities in recognition of superior teaching.
G.S. Wortham Assistant Professor
of Architecture Keith Krumwiede

won the $2,000 Phi Beta Kappa Teaching Prize for 2002.The prize committee was "struck by Professor
Krumwiede's dedication to his students, the individual concern he
showed for their work, and the high
standards he applied." The award,
given by the Rice chapter ofa national
academic fraternity whose members
were the top students in their graduating class, is designed to recognize
younger faculty members.
The recipient ofthe second Sarofim
Teaching Award for Excellence,
Marcela Salas says that her goal in
teaching advanced Spanish is for her
students never to feel embarrassed or
uncomfortable expressing themselves
in the language. The Sarofim Award
was created with support from Rice
endowment manager Fayez Sarofim
and is given to a lecturer in the School
of Humanities who has shown exceptional professionalism and dedication
to students.
Assistant Professor Karen Schnietz
has received the Jesse H.Jones Graduate School of Management Award for
Excellence in Teaching, the school's
highest award. Students who graduated two and five years ago select the
award winner. In 1998,Schnietz won
the Phi Beta Kappa Teaching Prize,
which honors younger faculty members for excellence in teaching.
Jennifer West, associate professor
of bioengineering and chemical engineering, is making her mark both at
Rice and in her field of expertise. Because of her "above-and-beyond" assistance to her students, her innovative teaching, and her demonstrated
impact on students' lives, West has
been awarded this year's Julia Mile
Chance Prize for Excellence in Teaching. The $1,000 prize honors faculty
who demonstrate excellence in teaching,advising,and mentoring activities
and an extraordinary commitment to
students' intellectual and professional
development.

SCOREBOAR D

Rice Sweeps Super-Regional
Record crowds watch the Owls flatten LSU en route to College World Series.
The Rice Owls cruised through the 2002 NCAA playoffs to
earn their third trip to the College World Series. Dominant
pitching and timely hitting paved the way,but in some ways
the most valuable player may have been third baseman
Tommy Redding, who last played for
Rice in 1954.
Reckling was the primary donor for
Rice's baseball stadium. Redding Park
opened in 2000 on the site of the
former Cameron Field. Head coach
Wayne Graham is the first to admit that
bricks and mortar do not win ball games.
But rightly or wrongly, the NCAA's
playoffformat makes the right kind of
stadium a major factor in a team's
chances of advancing to college
baseball's ultimate stage, the College
World Series in Omaha.
To get to Omaha,a team must win a

four-team regional playoff and then a two-team, best-ofthree super-regional. Being able to play both series at home
is a tremendous edge. In the NCAA's calculus,earning that
home field advantage requires both an outstanding regularseason record and a first-class stadium.
The 2002 Owls delivered on both
counts, racing to a 47-11 regularseason record and Rice's sixth consecutive Western Athletic Conference
championship.By April,the Owls were
ranked #2 in the nation in all three
national polls. The additional reward
was to be named one of the top eight
national seeds for the NCAA playoffs,
meaning the Owls would host both
the regional and super-regional—in
Reckling Park.
In the regional, Rice dispatched
Harvard and Texas Tech with little
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trouble and cruised to the very brink
of the tournament title. But with the
Owls leading 6-4 and the Washington
Huskies down to their final out,
Washington's center fielder laced a
three-run homer to force one more
game in the double-elimination series.
After a short but encouraging talk
from Graham, the Owls regrouped
and blasted the Huskies 14-2 in the
decisive final game.
The regional victory set up a superregionalshowdown with national powerhouse LSU, winner of five College
World Series championships. The Tigers posed a challenge not just for the
Rice players, but also for the Rice
ticket office.
The root of the word "fan" is "fanatic," and there is no better example
than LSU's baseball faithful,who travel
in great numbers for away games and
often arrive days ahead of time in a
fleet of RVs. Against that kind ofloyalty, there was a risk that Rice fans
would be outnumbered in their own
park for the crucial series.
Fortunately, Rice ticket manager
David Welsh had planned for exactly
this situation. As soon as the NCAA
playoff brackets were announced in
May, Welsh and his staff began encouraging all Rice fans to buy refundable super-regional tickets in advance.
Then, with the regional final still in
progress, Welsh opened up the
Reckling box office for super-regional
sales, while KTRU radio announcer
Mike Pede urged Owllisteners to hurry
to the stadium to buy tickets. Rice
won the regional title on Sunday
evening,June 2;by noon Monday,the

super-regional was sold out,with Rice
fans holding most of the seats. One
desperate LSU fan was reported to
have offered $1,000 on eBay for tickets.
Another, unexpected challenge
arose the night of June 6, two days
before the super-regional,when thieves
broke into Reckling Park and stole
audio equipment,videotapes,and players' gloves and cleats. A similar breakin occurred the same night at the
University ofHouston as the Cougars
were preparing to leave for their super-regional at the University ofTexas.
At press time, no suspects have been
identified.
The Owls were unfazed. Indeed,
junior pitcher Steven Herce and senior pitcher Justin Crowder combined
for a triumph almost unheard-of in
college baseball: back-to-back shutoutsofa nationally ranked team.Herce
stifled the powerful Tigers 6-0 in the
series opener, and Crowder matched
that feat the next day, throwing 141
pitches in a gutsy 3-0 victory. LSU
managed just eight hits in the two
games. The official attendance at each
game was4,615,breaking the Reckling
Park record that had been set a month
earlier in the game against Texas. The
Owls credited the home-field advantage as a key asset in overcoming the
LSU mystique. Thank you, Tommy
Reckling.
In Omaha,the Owls'first opponent
was Texas, also a national seed and
arguably the only team in the nation
with as good a pitching staff as Rice's.
Their two regular-season matchups
had both been pitching duels, with

Texas winning 3-2 in Austin in April
and 4-2 at Reckling in May.
The rematch in Omaha was a pitching masterpiece. Herce,Crowder,and
sophomore David Aardsma combined
to allow just two Longhorn runs. But
the Owls scored only one oftheir own,
a solo homer by senior second baseman
Eric Arnold. Freshman first baseman
Vincent Sinisi was cut down at home
trying to score the tying run.
The nail-biting 2-1 loss forced the
Owls into an elimination game against
Notre Dame. With the score tied 2-2
in the seventh inning,senior outfielder
and Omaha native Mike Lorsbach
drilled a home run over the left-field
wall to put Rice ahead. But in the
bottom of the ninth, Crowder, who
had not allowed a run in 25 innings,
gave up a two-run homer. It was the
second time Rice had lost a playoff
game in the ninth inning,and this one
knocked Rice outofthe College World
Series.
Rice finished the season with an
impressive 54-12 record, including a
remarkable 28-2 in WAC play. The
ultimate ending was disappointing to
Coach Graham and his players, but
only because they had set the bar so
high. Graham, who won six junior
college national championships at San
Jacinto College and seven conference
titles at Rice, insists that this year's
squad was the finest team he has ever
coached. Major league baseball apparently agrees, as eight Owls were selected in the 2002 draft, including
Herce, Crowder, Arnold, and
Lorsbach.
Moreover,the future certainly looks
bright. Sinisi and pitcher Philip
Humber were named two of the top
three freshman players in the nation
by Collegiate Baseballmagazine,while
freshman shortstop Paul Janish joined
them in earning All-America honors.
Sinisi, whose .432 batting average led
the Owls in 2002, was named WAC
Player ofthe Year. Humber,the WAC
Freshman ofthe Year,was selected for
the U.S. national team, which competed at this summer's world championships.
-GEORGE W. WEBB III
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FORMS A BACKDROP FOR ONE OF THE OLDEST
FACES ON CAMPUS.
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